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Bucay, Abra, The Philippines
“Rights empower, not just benefit, those who hold them.”
– J. Donnelly

Local Governance, Human and Environmental Rights, and the SDGs
Executive Summary
Bucay is a 4th-class municipality in Abra Province, Philippines, about 8 to 10 hours bus
ride from Manila. Bucay is another 30 minutes by “tricycle” ride from the provincial
capital, Bangued. It is part of the valley bordered by the Cordillera Mountain ranges,
traversed by the Abra River from the South to the North. It has a population of 14,528,
settled in 21 barangays 1 , according to a 2017 survey Community Based Monitoring
System (CBMS 2014) by the municipal government.
One family ruled Bucay since the 1970s, until 2010, when Victorino Baroña, Jr., whose
father is an Itneg from Lacub and whose mother is an Ilokana from Bucay, wrestled the
mayoralty from the Bernardez family. Mayor Jun, as he is commonly called, served for two
terms before his wife ran and won as mayor in 2016. He was again elected as mayor in
the recently concluded midterm and local elections (13 May 2019) and began his term on
1 July 2019. This means that the LGU in Bucay has been in transition, which has also
affected the research, not only in terms of schedule, but also in terms of the political
context and outlook resulting from the recently concluded elections. This point will be
elaborated on in the observations and conclusions part of this report.
Since 2010, a lot of changes have taken place in Bucay. Among the most visible changes is
the municipal government complex that has a new government building, a rural health
unit, and the center for disaster risk reduction and management. Across the road is the
new tourism office, modeled after a Spanish colonial house, and a garden plaza that serves
as a town center.
In the barangays, water points, health centers, day care centers, farm-to-market roads,
streetlights, and other infrastructure projects are visible. All barangays in Bucay have
access to water, thanks to level 2, and in the barangay centers, level 3 water systems 2 that
have been built with support from any one or a combination of the Kalahi-CIDSS3 Program
of the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) with funding from the
World Bank (WB), or the bottom-up budgeting (BUB) system of the Department of
Interior and Local Government (DILG) and the Department of Budget and Management
(DBM), or additional support from the provincial and congressional district officials. This
year, the barangay councils are also hoping that the municipality will win an
Barangays are the most basic level of administrative unit in the Philippines. They are typically
made up of sitios or puroks - small villages or neighborhoods – that together consist of between
100 to 300 households. The local chiefs are called Barangay Captains, who are elected every
three years, together with a 7-member council. Bucay municipality is made up of 21 barangays.
2 Level 2 water systems refer to the existence of water points at the village level that ensures
adequate supply and access to the whole community, while level 3 refers to systems that include
piped water supply into the households.
3 Kapit-Bisig Laban sa Kahirapan – Comprehensive and Intergrated Delivery f Social Services
https://ncddp.dswd.gov.ph/
1
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unprecedented 4th Seal of Good Local Governance (SGLG) award 4 and that the cash
reward will be used to supplement their internal revenue allocations (IRA) to help
maintain and improve existing infrastructure, especially water, which will always be a
priority for all the communities in Bucay.
This research aims to gather as much information from Bucay, cited as one of the first
Human Rights Cities (HRC) since the start of the initiative back in the 1990s, on how its
leaders and citizens know and respect human and environmental rights, and how they
use these in framing their development strategy and delivery to the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) at the municipal level.
Below is a summary of the findings from the fieldwork.
1. Since 2010, Bucay has made strides in development under the leadership of a new
Mayor who has taken over from a local political dynasty that ruled Bucay for 40 years.
2. Notable among the achievements are the level 2 and level 3 water systems in place
in all barangays, the electrification of all barangays and installation of streetlights
that helped eliminate the problem of theft of livestock, and the construction of farmto-market roads, health centers, evacuation centers, and schools (up to elementary
levels) in all barangays.
3. The development priorities in Bucay remain to be water (barangay and municipal
government officials deem it to be the most important), unemployment, poverty,
food security, and housing. The achievements in water provision, market access, and
safe and secure environment are visible and high profile, but relatively easier to
achieve, compared to the problems of poverty, food insecurity, and unemployment.
4. All respondents are not aware of HRC. HRC, as a project was initiated by human rights
workers in the 1990s but due to limitations with resources and time, the project was
not sustained beyond the initial phases and has not really taken root in Bucay.
5. The (incoming) mayor is not conscious of the connection between human and
environmental rights and sustainable development goals (SDGs), but officials in
Barangay Pakiling agree that their development projects are connected to and are in
recognition of the rights of the people. The mayor respects and recognizes human
rights, peoples’ participation, and empowerment in practice, enabling him to take
advantage of national government and donor-supported programs that aid in the
delivery to the SDGs or the municipal and barangay development targets.
6. The municipal planning and development (MPD) coordinator seems one of only a few
officials who are aware of SDGs as he oversees the alignment of Bucay’s Local
Development Investment Plan (LDIP) with the SDGs and other government
commitments such as those contained in the Philippine Development Plan and
Regional Development Plan (2017-2022), Sendai Framework, the Regional Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management Plan, National Security Policy (NSP) 2017-2022,
and the Provincial Development and Physical Framework Plan (PDPFP), as reflected
in the LDIP, using an “Alignment Form” provided by the DILG.
7. Bucay has gained the Seal of Good Local Governance (SGLG) recognition for 3
consecutive years since 2016, under the term of Berandette Baroña, whose husband
Victorino Jr. is former, and now newly elected mayor for 2019-22. The Bucay LGUs
have also managed to make use of the Bottom-up Budgeting (BUB) system to
augment internal revenue allocations (IRA) and other resources in support of
priority development projects and it benefitted from the Kapit-Bisig Laban sa
Kahirapan (Linking Arms Against Poverty)-Comprehensive and Integrated Delivery
of Social Services (Kalahi-CIDSS) Program of the DSWD with support from the WB.
4

It has since been confirmed that Bucay was awarded a 4th SGLG.
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8. According to the MPDC, there could be more external support and other programs,
including those coming from donors and non-government organization but the local
government lacks the capacity to implement these and thus unable absorb more or
take advantage of additional financial resources without any corresponding technical
assistance to augment the existing capacities in the municipal government.
9. The awards, recognitions, and projects in Bucay have translated into better local
governance and participation of communities in governance – specifically in setting
priorities for resources allocation to respond to their needs. Such a transformation
could be an indicator of improved knowledge and understanding of government
processes and decision-making, as well as of growing awareness and more active
claim of their basic human rights including their economic, social, and political rights.
10. This needs to be further investigated but there are also indications that women are
participating more and are finding their voices in governance and in community
decision-making. They have the equal opportunity as men to be in leadership
positions in their communities (e.g., the immediate past mayor is a woman, and
almost half of the barangay officials, including the chair of the Youth Council at least
in one barangay - Bgy. Pakiling - are women).
11. As such, it would also seem that the local governments are more responsive to human
needs, such as when women asked the barangay leaders to prioritize water provision
over street lighting. These achievements go beyond the provision of infrastructure
and public utilities. They have the potential to be transformative and empowering
because of the process through which the communities were able to participate
directly in prioritizing and deciding, and in most cases, even in implementing these
projects.
12. Clearly, the local officials’ recognition and respect of basic human rights to
livelihoods, basic needs, and to participation in decision making, contributed largely
to the success of their projects – whether or not they recognize these as part of HRC
as it relates to SDGs (they never referred to these terms and concepts during the
interview, in spite of efforts on the part of the researcher to introduce them in the
conversation).
13. Perhaps unknowingly, the local government units (LGUs) and communities exercise
good governance, recognize and respect human rights, and are achieving SDG targets.
These are significant gains and there are even greater potential for more substantial
victories in achieving development goals such as those that pertain to poverty (SDG
1), food security (SDG 2), employment (SDG 8), and continuous, better access to safe
and clean drinking water (SDG 6).
The following activities are proposed in response to the findings:
1. Re-introduce the idea and offer to help Bucay to be a Human Rights City formally,
with a charter;
2. Invite Bucay to attend the World Human Rights Cities (WHRC) Forum in Gwangju
in September and October this year and its MPDC to the local governance, HR and
SDG blended training in October 2019;
3. Explore possible partnership with Bucay LGU and/or the Concerned Citizens of
Abra for Good Governance (CCAGG), or other CSOs;
4. Help Bucay approach and write proposals for its development programs to new
donors, building on its experience with KALAHI-CIDSS;
5. Help build Bucay’s profile internationally in order to attract visitors and
investments to the municipality.
The challenge is to accomplish these and achieve lasting positive results within the next
3 years so it lasts beyond the term of the current mayor. Key would be to convince the
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mayor and his administration with quick, achievable, projects with adequate / substantial
funding support.
Introduction
This research is intended to be a preliminary inquiry on the interface among local
governance, human and environmental rights, and the localization of SDGs. The main
question is whether the institutionalization of the principles, aims, and approaches of HRC
enhances the delivery of SDGs and help achieve the priority targets at the “city” level. It
sets out to document good practices and case studies that would illustrate the processes
and results as it plays out in the particular context of one municipality.
Research Objectives
1. To investigate the process of human rights city in Bucay and assess to what extent
the municipality of Bucay has institutionalized HRC
2. To explore the different stakeholders’ understanding of human rights,
environmental rights, the SDGs, and how they relate these to governance;
3. To know about Bucay’s experience in using this knowledge and understanding to
deliver on its development goals (SDGS) and learn about issues and challenges
Bucay is facing with respect to human and environmental rights, SDGs, and local
governance; and
4. To learn about Bucay’s support needs and explore ways of helping them address
these needs.
Research Methodology
The researchers were not able to implement the fieldwork as planned.5 The fieldwork was
delayed, the team got limited permission for interview with fewer informants, and the
focused group discussion (FGD) was conducted with the officials of only one barangay
(Pakiling), who included the visit by the research team as part of their meeting agenda
that day. The team was also granted an informal interview with the former and incoming
mayor, Victorino Baroña Jr., or Mayor Jun.
The key informants are the following:
1. Victorino Baroña Jr., municipal mayor (2010-16), current starting 1 July 2019
2. Mr. Roger Bernal, Executive assistant to the current as well as to the former and
incoming mayor, also the designated municipal administrator
3. Eng. Anatoly Flores, Municipal Planning and Development Officer / Coordinator
4. Barangay Captain Benjamin Loy Sr. and Robert Verona of Bgy. Abang
5. Barangay Captain Luciano Quintos of Bgy. Layugan
6. Fr. Renato Amasi, Parish Priest, Our Lady of Fatima, Bucay
7. Gabriel Velasco, Principal, Bucay Central School

The outgoing Mayor refused to give permission to the research for fear of being labeled as
“leftist,” insisting that the research team obtain clearance from the military and the police, as well
as a permit from the provincial governor’s office before conducting any activity in Bucay. The
team tried to comply in spite of the fact that the instructions from the mayor contradicts the
principles of civilian supremacy in a democratic society and of subsidiarity and undermines the
powers of local chief executive as embodied in the Local Government Code of 1991. Email
messages to both the outgoing mayor’s and the governor’s office were unanswered.
5
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8. Pura Sumangil, Executive Director, of Concerned Citizens of Abra for Good
Governance (CCAGG)
9. Aniceta Baltar, Project Manager, CCAGG
10. Fe Batoon, Retired Principal, Our Lady of Fatima School, Bucay
11. Merla Ruiz, Manager, DZPA radio station, Bangued
12. Prof. Virginia Bonoan-Dandan, UN Human Rights Council Independent Expert on
Human Rights, project leader of HRC in Bucay
13. Corazon Juliano-Soliman, former secretary of the Department of Social Welfare
and Development (DSWD)
14. FGD with full set of barangay officers in Bgy. Pakiling led by Bgy. Capt. Liberato
Bernese (12 people)
This report draws out some preliminary lessons from an otherwise light and rapid
scoping exercise in Bucay, and offers some insights as well as recommendations on how
to move forward in promoting good governance, human and environmental rights, and
the pursuit of the SDGs for Bucay.
The Research Design and Plan, as well as the tools are attached as annexes to this report.
Limitations of the Study
Not much material on Bucay is available – on-line or otherwise. Documentation on Bucay
and HRC is sparse, except perhaps in gray literature, the access to which is limited by two
factors: 1) the researchers had to rely on the good faith and generosity of municipal
government officials since the incumbent mayor (at the time of the fieldwork) refused to
give her permission to the research, insisting that the researchers get clearance from the
police, the army, and the provincial governor first, and 2) time and resources for the
fieldwork is limited.
Documentation on HRC in Bucay was obtained through the published report of Peoples’
Movement for Human Rights Education (PDHRE) on its HRC project and through an email
interview with the human rights worker, Prof. Virginia B. Dandan, who led the HRC
project in Bucay in the 1990s. Her emailed responses to the questions are attached in the
annexes.
In the absence of a mayor’s consent or permit, the research team relied only on low
profile, key informant interviews, instead of group discussions and workshops that were
initially identified as the main information gathering and engagement tools in the
research design.
Eventually, the municipal administrator gave the team limited permission to visit three
barangays – Abang (IPs), Pakiling, and Layugan – where, according to the executive
assistant, communities may be facing some issues with the water systems. 6 The team
interviewed the barangay captains in Abang and Layugan, and had a focused group
discussion (FGD) with the barangay officials in Pakiling. The barangay captain, barangay
secretary, barangay treasurer, three barangay councilors, all males, along with four
barangay councilors, and the Sangguniang Kabataan (Youth Council) chair, females, are
present during the focused group discussion. They included the FGD with the researchers
as an agenda in the official fortnightly meeting of the barangay officials.

6

The team also had to manage limited time and budget.
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While the information gathered during the two short field visits – first by the lead
researcher and co-researcher, and then a follow up and further interviews by the coresearcher – are relevant and insightful, they are by no means representative of the
conditions or views of any stakeholder group, the municipality, or of any barangay.
The research team is not familiar with the methodology used for or certain of the veracity
of the data contained in the database of the Community Based Management System
(CBMS) on which some of the findings are based but the team conducted an ocular survey
of the projects mentioned in this report, at least in the barangays that were visited and
where interviews have been conducted. Efforts have been made to verify the information
through interviews with different stakeholders and through secondary materials such as
that of the website publication of the KALAHI-CIDSS Program and the list of SGLG
awardees in the DILG website.
Some policies and experiences related to local governance, human and
environmental rights, and SDG
The Philippines Constitution of 1987
The Philippines Constitution of 1987, drafted by a multi-sector Constitutional
Commission appointed under the revolutionary government of Cory Aquino in 1986, was
crafted with the intent of restoring democracy in the Philippines and preventing another
dictatorship from coming to power. It has put emphasis on respect for human rights as a
matter of state policy:
“The State values the dignity of every human person and guarantees full respect for
human rights.” [Article II Section 11 Philippines Constitution 1987] The whole of Article
II, Declaration of Principles and State Policies, tackled multiple aspects and dimensions of
fundamental human rights – social, political, economic, and cultural rights – and went on
to restate and detail the most common among these in Article III, the Bill of Rights of all
Filipino citizens, Sec 1 stating: “No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law, nor shall any person be denied the equal protection of the laws. ”
The Constitution also mentions the creation of the Commission on Human Rights (CHR)
in Art XII Sec 17, and in Article XIV states that education should “inculcate… respect for
human rights…” in the sense that stresses the importance of education in the formation
of the values of the country. It is clear that respect for human rights is intended by the framers
of the 1987 Constitution to be seen as part of a whole set of values that forms the Filipino
identity and sets it as integral to development aspirations of the country and of its citizens.
Diane A. Desierto, in her paper A Universalist History of the 1987 Philippine Constitution,
observes: “…the philosophy of the 1987 Constitution is quaintly described by the
Constitutional Commissioners themselves as “pro-life, pro-people, pro-poor, proFilipino, and
anti-dictatorship”. These are aspirations towards realizing (universalist) fundamental human
dignity values --- first articulated by the 1899 Malolos Congress, but never motivating
constitutional philosophy as strongly until the present 1987 Constitution.”7

Desierto, Diane A. A Universalist History of the 1987 Philippine Constitution. Historia
Constitucional. p. 429. 2010. (https://dialnet.unirioja.es/descarga/articulo/3292008.pdf)
7
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The Philippines Constitution also recognizes peoples’ environmental rights. In Article II Sec.
16, it states as a matter of policy: “The State shall protect and advance the right of the people
to a balanced and healthful ecology in accord with the rhythm and harmony of nature. ”
The Philippines Constitution likewise declares, under Art II Section 25 that “The State shall
ensure the autonomy of local governments,” setting the tone and paving the way to the
enactment of Republic Act 7160 (RA 7160) or the Local Government Code of 1991 (LGC), as
amended in 1996, 1998, and 2008. The LGC, pursuant to the spirit of the 1987 Constitution,
aims to foster decentralization and democratization in the country, address the imbalance in
resources allocation, utilization, and development, and promote development driven from
below, recognizing the important role of the local government as a leading partner in
development. (Barns, 2003)
The Local Government Code of 1991 (RA 7160)
“Declaration of Policy. – It is hereby declared the policy of the State that the territorial and
political subdivisions of the State shall enjoy genuine and meaningful local autonomy to enable
them to attain their fullest development as self-reliant communities and make them more
effective partners in the attainment of national goals. Toward this end, the State shall provide
for a more responsive and accountable local government structure instituted through a system
of decentralization whereby local government units shall be given more powers, authority,
responsibilities, and resources. The process of decentralization shall proceed from the National
Government to the local government units.” [Book 1 Title I Chapter 1 Section 2 (a)]
The LGC, in Title II Chapter 2 Sec 50 Internal Rules of Procedure (b) (1) provides for the
creation of Sanggunian (legislative council at th (Desierto, 2010)e barangay, municipal / city,
and provincial levels) standing committees on Human Rights and on Environment, among
others.
Clearly one of the main motivations for decentralization is development. There is recognition
of the unique and strong position of the local governments and the crucial role they should play
in understanding and addressing the challenges of development. These laws and many more
related jurisprudence, alongside the international treaties ratified by the Congress of the
Philippines, including the entirety of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and
especially, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR),
(The Danish Institute for Human Rights), serve as comprehensive and substantive affirmation,
commitment, as well as a clear guidance on the obligations of the country and its recognition
of the integral relationship among the concept and practice of human rights, environmental
rights, local governance, and development. 8
MDG and SDG in the Philippines
Economic growth came with decentralization but equality did not. Levels of income inequality
did not change much between 1985 and 2015 with highest levels in 1997 at 46 (Gini
The Philippines, for instance, ratified the ICESCR, which states in Article 11.1 “The States Parties
to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for
himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous
improvement of living conditions. The States Parties will take appropriate steps to ensure the
realization of this right, recognizing to this effect the essential importance of international cooperation based on free consent.” The Human Rights Guide to the SDGs. The Danish Institute for
Human Rights. http://sdg.humanrights.dk/en/targets2?goal[]=70
8
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Coefficient) when almost half of the country’s income in 2015 was held by the richest 20% of
the population, while the poorest 20% held only 6.6%. (World Bank, 2016) Income disparities
among different population groups, among regions, and between the rural and urban areas are
as huge, if not greater, in the aftermath and in spite of economic growth during that period.
A 2009 UNDP Assessment Report on its Contribution to Development Results in the
Philippines says that, “a mid-term Millennium Development Goal (MDG) report has shown
that many targets are likely to be met by 2015. However some indicators, such as maternal
mortality and secure tenure of slum households, are falling behind. After a period of
improvement, poverty rose again in 2006. Development achievements are vulnerable to
environmental challenges and frequent natural disasters, armed struggles that continue to
threaten human security, and persistent inequality. The positive effects of an active form of
representative democracy, a strong civil society movement, and a positive decentralization
process are reduced by ongoing allegations of corruption and a political party system that has
not been fully established.” (Underscoring mine.) (UNDP, 2010)
The Philippines has just recently launched AmBisyon 2040, its strategic plan for reducing
poverty, which guides its Philippines Development Plan 2017-2022 and incorporates the SDGs.
The plans target reducing poverty to 13 to 15 percent by 2022. Spearheaded by the National
Economic Development Authority (NEDA), the plan recommends the following approaches to
achieving the country’s SDG targets (development aims):
 Create more and better jobs;
 Improve productivity in all sectors, especially agriculture;
 Equip Filipinos with skills needed for the 21st century economy;
 Invest in health and nutrition;
 Focus poverty reduction efforts on Mindanao; and
 Manage disaster risks and protect the vulnerable.
Apart from filling-in the “alignment form” for the Local Development and Investment Plans,
however, it is not clear exactly how local governments are supposed to deliver to AmBisyon
2040 – what role local governments will play, how and what SDGs are prioritized, the ways
they will deliver to the plan, and what support they can access to do that.
Findings
Human Rights City
Bucay is a landlocked municipality, straddling the West and East bank of Abra River,
Northwest of the Cordillera Mountains. It has 21 barangays, 2 of which – Barangays North
and South - comprise the town center or the Poblacion. (DILG-CAR, 2015) The major
livelihoods of the inhabitants are crop and livestock farming, fishing, and furniture
making. According to its 2017 Community Based Monitoring System (CBMS) census, 73%
or 10,580 of its population of 14,528 earn less than $1.25 per day.
The Human Rights Cities (HRC) project in Bucay started in the early 1990s by a team of
three people led by Prof. Virginia Bonoan-Dandan9, then a professor of art and student of
anthropology and human rights in the University of the Philippines. The project is
supported by and part of the global initiative of the Peoples’ Decade of Human Rights
Prof. Virginia Bonoan-Dandan has been a member and Chair of the UN Committee on Economic
Social and Cultural Rights (UN-CESCR), and then engaged by the UN Human Rights Council and
the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) as an independent expert to
develop the draft Declaration on the Right to International Solidarity.
9
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Education (now known as the Peoples’ Movement for Human Rights Learning, although
they retained the acronym PDHRE).10
The project was intended to set-up a global network of Human Rights Cities, and the levels
of poverty, especially among the indigenous peoples communities in the municipality and
the on-going conflict among armed groups in the area that grips the communities in a
constant threat of insecurity, convinced Prof. Dandan that Bucay is a good candidate for
the project. A friend who is of Itneg descent introduced her to Bucay and the challenges it
was facing. Responding to questions emailed to her, Prof. Dandan wrote:
“Those difficulties and challenges were precisely the reasons why I chose Bucay, where
poverty was prevalent especially among indigenous peoples; the ever-present armed
groups who extracted and held captive the allegiance of the community.”
The HRC team visited households in barangays Abang, (where majority of the Itneg
population lives) Manabo (a neighboring municipality), and Poblacion (consist of two
barangays - North and South), as they try to explore and discover avenues for conveying
the messages on human rights in a way that is relevant to the experiences and aspirations
of the local populace and to get them to engage the concept in their own terms. The
activities were mostly around inquiring about the lives and the challenges that the people
of Bucay face and discussing with them their own conception of human rights and how
this is relevant to or manifested in their everyday lives. For Prof. Dandan, this is the best
way to introduce “human rights education” to people and this is how she has approached
her body of work on human rights, especially with the Human Rights City (HRC) project.
“I believe that teaching about human rights should be centered on the people themselves
who alone have the agency to empower themselves.
“In the field, the only experts whose opinions about anything and everything are relevant
are the people themselves.”
The HRC project in Bucay aimed at researching and documenting human rights issues: “In
Bucay, Philippines, the objectives are stated of enabling both government officials and
citizens to undertake research and documentation on practices and shortcomings in the
field of human rights, particularly gender equality and economic, social and cultural
rights, in order to design and advocate for appropriate regulations and policies.” (Baxi,
2006)
Due to funding limitations and the time frame of the HRC Project, the activities ended
before the research findings of the team and lessons from the education work in the
communities resulted into more substantive and organized follow-through initiatives.
Prof. Dandan felt that if she had more time and resources, HRC could have taken root in
Bucay, and perhaps would have lived beyond the project timeframe in a more
institutionalized form. For her, the experience served an important lesson for subsequent
HR work.
“The most important lesson I learned from the project, was that I was on the right track
but that there should have been a longer period to make the project more effective and
sustainable. The project was effective, but I doubt that the communities where we worked
would even have a memory of our visits, given how the project was short-lived. The
approach I used required a longer time frame and a follow-up period for sustainability.

10
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“Today, I still conduct human rights training, but because of the experience and lessons
learned in Bucay, I only engage in training programs that are longer-term with a strong
follow-up program to ensure sustainability, and participants who have the capacity and
capability of echoing to others what they learn in my courses.”
For her, their objective of introducing human rights to the communities in Bucay was
achieved. “The project was able to achieve its main objective of introducing to the
community the concept of human rights and the reality that even if human rights are not
a panacea for all their problems, the values it instills provide a basis and guide of how life
can be better if everyone was aware of his/her human rights and that of others.” (Dandan
2019)

Human Rights and Development, a view from Bucay
It was going to be another decade after the HRC project has wrapped up in Bucay until a
different political family takes over the local government of the former capital of Abra. In
2010, 40 years after the declaration of Martial Law, and 30 years after the popular
uprising against the Marcos dictatorship, change has finally come to Bucay, a 4th class
municipality in Abra province, North of Manila. Victorino Baroña Jr., a contractor whose
father hails from Lacub and whose mother is from Bucay, wrestled the mayoralty from
the Bernardez clan in power for 40 years before that. Important changes have taken place
in Bucay since then – most notable are the 100% coverage of all barangays with
electricity, water systems, farm-to-market roads, primary health centers, primary and
elementary schools, and evacuation centers located at strategic locations across the
municipality. Local government and civil society people interviewed for this research
credits Mayor Baroña’s participatory approach to governance for the accomplishments.
The team managed to meet with the former and incoming mayor, Victorino Baroña Jr.,
who candidly shared his views with the team about human rights, local politics, and about
development issues in the municipality:
“I honestly cannot see the connection between human rights and development,” says then
incoming Mayor Baroña when asked if he is aware of the SDGs and how they are related
to human rights. “For me, I just speak to the people directly, I come to them and listen to
them about their needs. I believe people should participate in governance. It is their right,”
he added.
The Municipal Administrator and Executive Assistant to both mayors, Roger Bernal,
shared several documents with the team, including the Local Investment Plan, Results of
the 2017 CBMS Census, and the Alignment Form that lists Bucay’s Comprehensive
Development Plan (CDP) and budget against its delivery to the SDG and other government
programs and international commitments.
The Municipal Planning and Development Council, headed by the mayor, consists of the
heads of different municipal line agencies, such as the education district superintendent,
the municipal agriculture officer, municipal health officer, municipal environment and
natural resources officer, municipal social welfare and development officer, etc. The body
is responsible for developing and coordinating the implementation of the municipal
development plan, as contained in the Local Development Investment Program (LDIP).
The municipal planning and development officer (MPDO), Anatoly “Troy” Flores, serves
as its coordinator (sometimes referred to as MPD coordinator or MPDC), who oversees
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the alignment of Bucay’s Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP) with the SDGs and
other government policies, programs and commitments, using the LDIP Alignment Form
provided by the DILG. The Sangguniang Bayan or the Municipal Council, the legislative
branch of the local government, approves both the LDIP and the Annual Investment Plan
(budget).
The MPDO claims that the planning and development council uses the SDGs and aligns
their plans with the targets based on the data obtained through the CBMS, but a closer
examination of the LDIP Alignment Form, the SB Resolution approving the plan, and the
Annual Investment Plan (AIP) will reveal nothing about what the development priorities
are and why. There is no clear indication that human rights or the SDGs were used as a
framework for formulating the plan. Instead, the municipality uses the Bottom-upbudgeting (BUB) process, according to MPDO Flores.
“Actually problema ang localization ng SDG. Problema ang integration ng SDGs sa local
plans. Aware naman sila siguro pero in terms of internalizing and integrating into their
plans, di siguro ganoon kalalim,” explained Aniceta Baltar, a founding member of the
Concerned Citizens of Abra for Good Governance (CCAGG), a local NGO established back
in the 1980s during a tumultuous political period in Abra and in the country. (SDG
localization is actually problematic. There is a challenge in integrating SDG into local
plans. They [local officials] may be aware of the SDGs, but not at a level that they
internalize it and use it for their planning.)
The MPDC is aware of and was monitoring the LDIP alignment with the SDGs. The Mayor
and the Administrator are only vaguely aware of the SDGs, and cannot clearly see its links
to human rights. The outgoing mayor, Bernadette Baroña, even advised the research team
to approach the National Economic Development Authority (NEDA), if we are interested
in SDGs. None of them have actually heard of the Human Rights Cities (HRC) in Bucay.
None of those interviewed by the RWI research team remembered or was aware of the
HRC project in Bucay.
In spite of the absence of any formal knowledge and understanding of human rights and
SDGs, however, the Baroñas’ terms as mayors of Bucay are recognized for their
achievements and style of leadership – characterized by peoples’ participation in
development planning and their efforts of good housekeeping, leading to greater
governance accountability.
“Mayor Jun was one of the few mayors participating at hindi siya defensive sa feedback,”
said Baltar. (Mayor Jun was one of the few mayors participating - in a public finance
monitoring activity - and he was not defensive concerning any feedback.)
“When they call for meetings, I usually represent the education sector. Whatever
transpires during meetings, I relay it to the community. I also see during meetings that
there are representatives from the different sectors,” says Gabriel Velasco, principal of
Bucay Central School, when asked about the governance style of the Baroñas, “They are
service-oriented. They prioritize the needs of the citizens.”
Support to local governments and their development goals
It is this approach to governance that enabled the Baroñas to capitalize on the different
government programs assisting local governments in development projects. The
municipality managed to complete level 2 and 3 water systems projects in all 21
barangays in Bucay, greatly improving the living conditions of the people, especially the
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women and children, who used to get water from sources kilometers away from their
homes. Now all barangays and most of the villages have at least level 2 water points, and
some villages even have access to level 3 water systems, with many of them able to supply
potable water to the households.
Most of these water systems projects were funded through the Kapit-bisig Laban sa
Kahirapan – Comprehensive and Integrated Delivery of Social Services (KALAHI-CIDSS)
Program led by the DSWD with support from the WB and other donors. In order to qualify
for assistance from the program, the barangay needs to pass through a set of tests of
participatory governance and people empowerment indicated through various
instruments such as accountability mechanisms, community attendance in barangay
assemblies, women’s participation, participatory planning and budgeting, regular
barangay officials meetings, published budgets and audited financial reports, among
others. Once qualified, the barangay residents are to identify, discuss, and decide on a
project from a menu considered as priority projects by the national government. Many of
them opted for water systems. As part of the water projects, they organized Barangay
Water Systems Associations (BAWASA) with elected officers that manage the water
systems on behalf of the community members in the style of a cooperative.
Those barangays who initially did not qualify for the KALAHI-CIDSS Program secured
funding for their projects with help from the Bottom-up Budgeting (BUB) Process from
the DILG. The BUB process employed very similar principles that encouraged peoples’
participation and accountability in local government. Some barangays, such as Pakiling,
one of the barangays we visited during the fieldwork, qualified for KALAHI-CIDSS
assistance on their second attempt. Their water systems project was initially funded
through the BUB process, and then by KALAHI-CIDSS on the second year, hence some
villages in the barangay managed to build level 3 water systems. Some villages had their
farm-to-market roads also funded through KALAHI-CIDSS.
Eventually, all barangays in Bucay “graduated” from the three-cycle KALAHI-CIDSS
Program and got bonus grants for additional projects because of their excellent
performance.11
Human Rights and Development In Practice
The barangay officials in Pakiling are having their regular fortnightly meeting when the
RWI research team arrived. The FGD was included in the agenda of the meeting. The set
of barangay officials consists of the barangay captain, seven councilors, the barangay
secretary, barangay treasurer, and the Kabataang Barangay (Youth Council) chair.
Pakiling has 4 women (3 men) barangay councilors and the chair of the youth council is
also female.
SDG 5.5 is to ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for
leadership at all levels of decision-making in political, economic, and public life. Indicator
5.1 measures the proportion of seats held by women in national parliaments and local
governments. The barangay officials of Pakiling may not be aware that they are delivering
to SDG 5 with a good proportion of women occupying important positions in their
This means the barangays were able to complete three project cycles – passing the
requirement for community participation and good governance and completing their proposed
projects. For more information, please see KALAHI-CIDSS website
https://ncddp.dswd.gov.ph/site/search
11
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barangay council, but for them, it is just as important to be given by their fellow-citizens
the opportunity to lead and be recognized for their service.
Barangay Captain Liberato Bernese explained that the women councilors were elected
because their communities recognize their strong leadership capabilities and their
contributions to the development of the barangay.
Asked if they think that the water system and other projects are related with human
rights, the officials unanimously agreed. They said that access to water and to livelihoods
are a part of human rights, as well as participation in governance.
“It is the right of the citizens to participate in the barangay development planning. It is
also their right to know for what and how the barangay spends its budget,” says one of
the women councilors during the FGD.
Interviews with barangay captains and officials in two other barangays reveal similarly
positive experience with the KALAHI-CIDSS and BUB Programs of the government. All
barangays in Bucay have level 2 to level 3 water systems, concrete farm-to-market roads,
street lighting, health centers, elementary schools, and have access to evacuation centers
strategically located across the municipality.
Observations
HRC may not have taken root in Bucay but human rights are deeply rooted in the people’s
minds and in how they engage in local governance and the development process. Most
local officials may not be aware of HRC, or human and environmental rights, or SDGs, but
it is clear that many of them have experienced how they work and have benefited people
in local governance practice. The ideas and principles may have come from different
sources – some from their youth as activists, some from other family members who have
been part of the past revolutionary movements, and some from the mere practice and
experience of public service. In practice, this translates into successful projects.
Jack Donnelly, in his book Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice, reflects: “Clear
thinking about human rights is not the key to the struggle to implement them. It may not
even be essential to successful political action on their behalf. In fact, such a Utopian belief
in the power of ideas is itself a dangerous impediment to effective political action.” 12
Instead of a concept or an external layer of values imposed over a culture, human rights
is inherent in people, and human rights instruments are mere recognition, and as
necessary the insurance of the protection of this inherent value of human life, of humans,
and their dignity.
The team did not see all the water, road, and power projects, health centers, evacuation
centers, and schools. It may take more time and effort to be able to verify the existence
and effectiveness of these projects, but if the CBMS census data is accurate, the figures
correspond and indicate the success of those projects.
Target 2.1 Under 5 child mortality rate of SDG 3 Good Health and Wellbeing, for example
is at 2.5% at the national level for the Philippines in 2017. In Bucay, it is at 0.5% (CBMS
2017).
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According to the WB, up to 24 million (22%) Filipinos don’t have access to improved
sanitation facilities in 2015 (SDG 6). In Bucay in 2017, 3.46% have no access to toilets.
With up to level 2 and 3 water systems in all barangays (though not all potable), it is close
to universal access to water for residents of Bucay, compared to 7.5 million who have no
access to improved water facilities at the national level in 2011. (WB 2015) Index Mundi
places the figure at 26.10% of population that has no access to improved sanitation
facilities in 2015, or up to 30% in rural areas. 13
Almost all of the people in Bucay live within 2 kilometers of an all-season road (SDG 9.1.1),
with the notable exception of the 3-4 kilometers of national road that is yet to be
completed in Barangay Abang.
When it comes to education (SDG 4), elementary school attendance in Bucay is 93%,
comparable to the country net enrolment rate in elementary education at 96%.
The bigger challenges, however, are in SDGs 1 (No Poverty), 2 (Zero Hunger), and 8
(Decent Work and Economic Growth). The national poverty rate in 2015 is at 21.6%. In
Bucay, the percentage of the population living with less than $1.25 is 72.82 in 2017. More
than sixty-two percent of the population live below the food threshold compared to 31%
of households at the national level in 2015, and unemployment rate is at 14.42% in 2017
compared to the national 5.4% in 2016 (CBMS 2017) (PSA 2019).
Clearly, the more important challenges remain, but Bucay has shown that if given the
opportunity and sustained support, its government and people are capable of delivering
to development targets. Combined with a supportive policy environment and a national
government that has put emphasis on decentralization and good local governance, the
results could lead to even more positive changes. Considering the positive impacts of the
water systems and other successful projects on the lives of the people, and given the good
local governance practices and peoples’ participation as evidenced by the SGLG awards
Bucay has received in the last three years, it is easy to imagine that they could be in a
better position to address the more difficult challenges with poverty (SDG 1), food
insecurity (SDG 2) and unemployment (SDG 8).
When government projects identified and prioritized by and participated in by citizens
are successful, when local government officials are inspired by and take pride in their
good governance practices and support of their citizens, the resulting changes could be
transformative in the way that both the people and government see and approach
governance very differently, where the elements of rights and duties play a central and
dynamic role.
It is not an accident that the changes in Bucay coincided with the change in administration
both at the national and local levels. The country has been in the process of transition into
a more democratic, decentralized system of governance. National programs designed
specifically to reward good local governance and supported projects that the citizens have
prioritized helped bring about the successful projects in Bucay.
Besides poverty, food insecurity, and unemployment, Bucay faces other challenges. First
among them is the political environment that is very different from when Bucay has
experienced success in its various projects. Even as the national government has launched
the AmBisyon 2040 and the National Development Plan 2017-2022 that describe the
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country’s aim of attaining high middle-income status, it is not clear how this is
implemented at the local level.
When before, the flagship program of the DILG is on Bottom Up Budgeting (BUB), now it
is MASA-MASID – Mamamayang Ayaw sa Anomalya – Mamamayang Ayaw sa Ilegal na
Droga (Citizens Against Anomalies and Illegal Drugs). (DILG, 2019) The acronym literally
means watchful masses, suggesting that people should be vigilant against anomalies and
use of illegal drugs as if these are the main concerns of local governance – the Department
of Interior and Local Governance – police work.
“There are more resources and many agencies and donors wanted to help, but the local
government has limited capacity to manage and implement all the projects. For the
KALAHI-CIDSS Program, we used to have engineers and project managers based here in
the municipal government offices, helping us implement the different priority projects,”
MPDO Flores said.

Recommendations
More research and closer examination are required to further draw valuable lessons from
Bucay’s experience in local governance, human and environmental rights, and the
localization of the SDGs. For sure this research is hardly able to scratch the surface on the
complexities of governance and politics and their interface with human rights and
development even in such a small setting as Bucay.
Given its unique position of being closest to the point of impact of poverty, malnutrition,
unemployment, environmental degradation, lack of water and sanitation, absence of basic
social services, and discrimination against women, the local governments are also in the
best position to respond and mobilize its constituents in finding solutions.
In spite of its achievements in the last nine years, however, Bucay needs to ensure that it
is able to sustain its development efforts, especially since the KALAHI-CIDSS program in
Bucay has ended.
Recalling the lessons from the past HRC activities in Bucay, it may be helpful to consider
longer-term interventions while building on the participatory approaches employed by
the local government in delivering priority development targets. The support should
reinforce these basic principles that guide the municipal government and help sustain
their efforts by re-introducing the idea of Human Rights City to Bucay so it uses this as an
institutionalized framework for developing its strategy for development planning and
delivering to the SDGs.
Donnelly suggests: “Nonetheless, conceptual clarity, the fruit of sound theory, can
facilitate action. At the very least it can help to unmask the arguments of dictators and
their allies.”14
The following preliminary activities are proposed in response to the findings. There could
be more effective and better ideas that would come out in the course of their
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implementation. In that sense, these are also meant to stimulate further exploration of
many possible ways of helping Bucay internalize human rights and localize the SDGs:
1. Re-introduce and offer to help Bucay to be a Human Rights City formally, with a
charter.
We have seen how even the informal recognition of rights can aid governance and help
achieve development targets at the municipal level. Institutionalizing HRC in Bucay would
increase the chances of sustaining the momentum towards delivering on the more
challenging SDG targets, along with the potential external support this may attract from
the network of cities, donors, and other institutions.
2. Invite Bucay to attend the World Human Rights Cities (WHRC) Forum in Gwangju in
September and October this year and its MPDC to the local governance, HR and SDG
training in October 2019.
It is equally important to continue to inspire the mayor and equip the MPDO with further
knowledge and skills in framing municipal development plans using human rights and
SDGs. This is also a way of putting them in touch with other local governments, the
academe and research institutes, potential donors, and other agencies that would be a
good source of mutual support and learning.
3. Explore possible partnership with Bucay LGU and/or the Concerned Citizens of Abra
for Good Governance (CCAGG).
To ensure that efforts to achieve human rights and development targets are grounded on
the understanding and support of the local populace, on-going support to the LGU and to
local NGOs promoting good governance and human rights (rights-based approach) is
another important element that should be included in follow-up activities. CCAGG is a
suitable partner for RWI and the Bucay LGU and comes with the track record, credibility,
and authority to work on good governance, human rights, and SDGs in Bucay.
4. Help Bucay approach and write proposals for its development programs to new
donors, building on its experience with KALAHI-CIDDS.
The KALAHI-CIDSS model is very informative not only in terms of what local governments
can achieve given the right support, but also how to achieve it. It is important to mobilize
support to the continuing efforts in Bucay, keeping in mind the limitations and absorptive
capacity of the local government and what may be a short time frame to create a wider,
deeper, and longer-lasting impact.
5. Help build Bucay’s profile internationally in order to attract visitors and investments
to the municipality.
Ultimately, Bucay will have to stand on its own and finance their development agenda.
Attracting the right investments will be a bigger and more important challenge the local
government will have to face but has the potential to help the municipality sustain its
development efforts. It will be helpful to help set them in the right direction within the
next three years by building their profile to attract visitors and investors into the
municipality.
This is clearly a most opportune time to support the municipality and take advantage of
the HRC platform to help in efforts to localize the SDGs. The challenge is to make the local
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government feel comfortable working on the SDGs with external support and using a
rights framework. Key would be to mobilize as much external support to Bucay’s
development efforts as possible, institutionalize human and environmental rights in its
governance framework, and continue supporting the decentralization process to
empower local governments.
Francis Perez
Lead Researcher
Florenda Pedro
Researcher
10 September 2019
Giza and Baguio City
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Annex A: Case Studies
The Participative Framework of Bucay: From the LGU to the Barangay
Florenda Pedro
The water problem of Barangay Pakiling
Barangay Pakiling in Bucay, Abra is still suffering from inconsistent supply of water even after
completing the water system project implemented through Botttom Up Budgeting (BUB)
program of the Department of Interior and Local Governance (DILG).
“Una kami nag-propose sa Kalahi-CIDSS noon pero hindi kami na-prioritize dahil gusto nila dapat
may people empowerment (We initially proposed to the the KALAHI-CIDDS [Kapit-Bisig Laban sa
Kahirapan – Comprehensive and Integrated Delivery of Social Services] program but we were not
prioritized because they were keen on people empowerment),” said Marlon T. Cristobal,
Pakiling’s barangay secretary.
He added that they had to try harder the next time they proposed to the BUB. They called for
community meetings and took advantage of people’s participation. Their proposal was granted in
2014, and by 2015 their water system was fully functioning.
“Adda pay pagsibogmi iti mula haan lang nga panglaba ken pangkusina (We had water not only
for washing our clothes and kitchen use, but we also had enough for us to grow plants),” said
barangay councilor Evelyn D. Bernese.
But Pakiling was not lucky enough to have secured the full benefits of their Barangay Water
System (BAWASA – for Barangay Water System Association) long-term. The water supply started
to dwindle until they could no longer rely on it.
“Agpilpilakami manen tapno makasakdokami (We are back to queuing and waiting for our turn to
fetch water),” said barangay councilor Avelina B. Abellan. There are small-scale deep-well pumps
for alternative water source when the BAWASA water system is not working.
“Ngayon na humina ang tubig, nagiging source ng pag-aaway. Pasulpot sulpot ang tubig kaya hindi
sila nagbabayad. Pero kailangan naming magbayad sa may-ari ng source (The lack of water is
creating misunderstanding among us. Because there is no consistent supply of water, the users
are not paying their dues. But we need to pay rent to the owner of the source of water),” added
Cristobal. The source of their water, which is located in the next barangay is 4 kilometers away
from the community and is privately owned.
“Narigat ta kanayonmi nga mapan paanganginan diay tubo mamindawa makalawas. Haanmi
ammo nu apay nga sumsumrek ti angin (The maintenance is very difficult and costly. Twice a
week, we have to go back to the tank and remove the air from the main valve. Apparently the
tubes are air-locked for reasons we cannot identify),” said barangay councilor Jay-ar Michael. B.
Pornel.
Barangay Pakiling is one of the 21 barangays of Bucay, with a population of 821 individuals or
188 households. Their main source of income is furniture-making, fishing, and agriculture. The
current set-up of their barangay government unit is led by Barangay Captain Liberato T. Bernese
with his four women councilors: Evelyn D. Bernese, Avelina B. Abellan, Wilhemina J. Bernese,
Marjory Bernese; and three men councilors: Jay-ar Michael. B. Pornel, Rodel L. Delmonte, George
B. Claor. Other officials include Sangunian Kabataan (SK - Youth Council) Chair Angelica B. Claor;
Secretary Marlon T. Cristobal; and Treasurer Matt C. Arellano.
The Local Government Unit (LGU) adopting Participative Governance
“Gusto ko yung concept ng Kalahi-CIDSS na people empowerment, mayroong participation yung
mga mamamayan (I like the people-empowerment aspect of the Kalahi-CIDSS where the citizens
are encouraged to participate),” said Mayor-elect Jun Baroña.
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Kalahi-CIDSS is a poverty alleviation program of the Philippine Government under the
Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD), which uses the community-driven
development (CDD) approach. Accordingly, the objective of the program is to have
barangays/communities of targeted municipalities become empowered to achieve improved
access to services and to participate in more inclusive local planning, budgeting, and
implementation.
Jun Baroña was first elected as mayor of the municipality in Bucay in 2010, an opportunity of big
change for he toppled the four-decade running political dynasty of the family of Bernardez. He
was re-elected in 2013. Instead of him, his wife Bernadette Baroña ran for office in 2016 and
won. Baroña is coming back as Mayor of Bucay after winning the recent May 2019 elections.
“Naglupus ti Bucay (Like a snake, Bucay shed off its old skin and changed),” said Fe Batoon, a
retired school principal of the St. Fatima Highschool, the only Catholic-run private school of
Bucay. “There’s a lot of infrastructure projects. We now have the Bagsakan (market), the LGU
building was remodeled, they erected the legislative building, they improved the jail, we have
stations for Bureau of Fire Protection and the Philippine National Police. We also have evacuation
center,” Batoon added.
“I left Bucay in 1979. Comparing the Baroñas to the previous politicians of Bucay (Gonzales,
Bernardez), the former are more sincere. It was difficult to travel to Bucay then, the roads were
rough, now it’s concrete. The municipal building was a one-storey ruin left by the 1990 Killer
earthquake, now it’s a beautiful two-storey building,” said Merla Ruiz, the manager of DZPA, the
community radio station of Bangued, the capital town of Abra.
“When they have meetings I always get invited. They report about their projects and they ask my
opinion. They are always including the church, which for me is a positive thing. Their leadership
is very open, they include many agencies,” said Father Renato Amasi, the parish priest of the St.
Fatima Parish, the Catholic Church in Bucay.
The municipality of Bucay was the first in Abra to complete the Kalahi-CIDSS program.
“Bucay is touted by the DSWD as the model KALAHI in Abra,” said Aniceta Baltar, Project
Manager of Concerned Citizens of Abra for Good Governance (CCAGG), a civil society
organization that monitors government-implemented projects in Abra and advocates for human
rights and good governance. “Mayor Jun was the only Mayor in Abra who sat with us during the
TALAKAYAN (evaluation of Kalahi-CIDDS) from beginning to end. The other mayors just come to
say their opening speech and then leave,” added Baltar.
For three consecutive years (2016, 2017, 2018) Bucay was also awarded by the Department of
Interior and Local Governance (DILG) the Seal of Good Local Governance (SGLG). They were
among the first to be awarded and the first municipality to graduate from the program in the
entire Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR).
The SGLG of the DILG aims to challenge local governments to continue good governance while
providing better public services. It is a badge of excellence awarded to LGUs delivering the seven
aspects of local governance, which are: Financial administration; Disaster preparedness; Social
protection; Peace and order; Business friendliness and competitiveness; Environmental
protection; and Tourism, culture, and the arts.
“Noong college kami ni Sir Jun, active kami sa pagsali sa organizations. Yung mga natutunan
naming noong college gaya ng transparency, people’s participation at good governance ay naaapply namin ngayon. Tinitingnan naming ang program na hindi produkto, but the way it is
implemented. (When Jun and I were in college, we used to join organizations where we learned
about transparency, people’s participation, and good governance. We look at our programs
according to the process they are implemented, not as products),” said Roger Bernal, the
executive secretary of Jun and Bernadette Baroña, referring to their experience in political
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activism as students.
The LGU of Bucay holds quarterly assessment for the Comprehensive Development Plan. One of
the key activities during the assessment is the participation of every agency from religious,
education, civil society groups, down to the barangay government units.
“We ask the agencies and barangay representatives what projects they want to implement in
their respective barangays and from there we vote which project to prioritize,” said Engr. Anatoly
“Troy” Flores, the Municipal Planning and Development Officer (MPDO).
People empowerment for sustainability
“Adda nga agpayso ti silawmo ngem awan met ti danummo (Things aren’t better if you have
electricity but you don’t have water)”. This has become the expression of Barangay Pakiling when
the government officials called for a barangay assembly to decide on which project to prioritize.
During their previous barangay assembly the local citizens of Pakiling were made to vote
whether they would prioritize streetlights or water provision. Barangay assemblies, which take
place twice a year serve as the venue for citizens and officials to discuss issues and possible
solutions. According to the barangay officials, the assemblies are attended by around 80 to 90
percent of the families. Most of the representatives of each family are mothers.
“Hindi na namin inaasahan yung isang water system. Balak naming magpadeep-well, maglagay ng
dynamo. May hinukay na kami, may tubig pero wala pang pangtuloy para sa tangke at hose (We
cannot rely on the present water system anymore. We agreed to have another one, a deep-well
with dynamo. We already dug the well but we still have to source out funds for the water tank
and hose),” said Barangay Captain Liberato T. Bernese.
He added that the community had to perform bayanihan (community volunteer work) to dig the
well. The community also agreed to pay P400.00 per household for the acquisition of the dynamo
machine, tubes, and valves and to pay P100.00 monthly for the maintenance of their planned
water system.
During our interview on the first week of June, the barangay officials said that they already
brought a pre-used dynamo machine donated by the mayor for repair. The well is ready and once
all the materials are available, they will work together to build their water system.
“Tungkulin naming bilang opisyal ang pangalagaan ang kanilang Karapatan... Kasi may karapatan
silang magtanong, magsabi, karapatan nila ang tubig“ (It is our duty as barangay officials to
protect the rights of our citizens… because they have a right to request, to say their thoughts, it’s
their right to have access to water), said the barangay officials.
The need for capacity-building
Jun Baroña mentioned during the interview that he will not be running for mayor for the next
term.
“I talked to Jun lately about him not running for Mayor next term. I just said that it’s a waste. The
progress he started will go to nothing. But what can we do, those opposing him are capable of
killing,” said Father Amasi.
“Sa program dapat built-in yung capacity-building. Hirap kasi ang political position. (Government
programs should always incorporate capacity-building. The leadership of our politicians is
precarious for us to depend on the sustainability of the projects),” said Baltar.
“There is a need for the LGU to use SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) as framework for
planning to have a more inclusive parameters for development. But we need to localize the
SDGs… maybe through capacity-buildings, workshops…,” she added.
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The experience of Pakiling on their water system shows an example on how to sustain a project.
Their first water system needs replacing, but the framework of participative governance they
learned in their implementation process empowered them to be independent in addressing this
community issue among themselves.

The Case of Barangay Abang
Francis Perez
Barangay Abang lies East of Abra River. The shortest and quickest access route to Abang from the
poblacion is on a tricycle and a ferry raft to cross the Abra river. The barangay is sometimes
inaccessible when the water level of the river rises during typhoon season (around July and
August) when the current is very strong.
Majority of the residents of Barangay Abang are Itnegs, the indigenous people (IP) of Abra
province. They are specifically referred to as Inlaud Itnegs, referring to their tribe and dialect.
Abang is among the poorest barangays, even if like the other barangays, it has also benefited
from KALAHI-CIDSS and BUB Programs of government. They have a good water system, farm-tomarket roads, streetlights in all villages, a barangay health center visited by a nurse and a doctor
at least twice every week, and an elementary school.
Barangay Abang gets an internal revenue allocation of PhP1.6 million (USD31,500) a year from
the national budget. Two of the seven barangay councilors are women, and the barangay
secretary is also a woman. The barangay captain and the treasurer, along with five other
councilors, are men.
One remaining problem for Abang, according to Robert Verona, a resident present during the
interview with the barangay captain, is the delayed completion (3-4 kilometers) of the national
road that links the barangay to the adjacent municipality of Manabo. During heavy rains, the road
is not passable. The rough road makes travel to Manabo long and difficult even during the dry
season, and therefore costly for public transports to ply, leaving the residents of Abang unable to
use the bridge in Manabo on their way to the capital Bangued. During the monsoon and typhoon
season (between July to December), it is particularly difficult for high school students and for
traders as everyday travel becomes risky and transportation costs too high. The Barangay
Captain Benjamin Loy Sr. lost his wife in a fatal accident while crossing the river in a boat during
a storm a few years ago. It is also particularly difficult for emergency medical cases requiring
evacuation to the capital during the monsoon season.
Robert Verona thinks the delay in the road completion is due to the affiliation of the current
barangay captain to a political party different from that of the mayor’s. The barangay captain is
associated with the ruling political party in the provincial and national government. The
barangay captain feels that part of the reason is discrimination because they are Itnegs. They are
convinced, however, that the provincial government will give them the needed assistance given
that the ruling party dominated the recent midterms and local elections.
They used to be allies with the Mayor’s political party. They credit that to the visit by the former
vice-president to the municipality. They said that it was a first in their lifetime, so they felt loyal
to the former vice-president (Binay). Since then, the Abang barangay captain, Bejamin Loy Sr. has
affiliated himself with the ruling party alliance, the name of which he doesn’t even remember
(Asenso Abreño under the Hugpong ng Pagbabago a political party alliance established and
headed by the Mayor of Davao City who is the daughter of the President).
In the barangay, national politics and national issues don’t matter much, not even political party
platforms and programs. What mattered in this case was the (real or perceived) welfare of the
community and visibility of politicians – both very informal and cost a lot of money.
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Turning from the Dark Ages to a Competitive LGU: The Experience of Bucay on Leadership
Florenda Pedro
“Hindi na ako naniniwalang magbabago pa ang Pilipinas (I don’t believe anymore that the
Philippines will change),” said Jun Baroña with pessimistic laughter during our interview a
month before taking his oath as the elected mayor of the municipality of Bucay, Abra.
Jun Baroña was first elected as mayor of the municipality in Bucay in 2010, an opportunity of big
change as he toppled the four-decades-long political dynasty of the Bernardez family. He was reelected in 2013. Instead of him, his wife Bernadette Baroña ran for office in 2016 and won.
Baroña is coming back as Mayor of Bucay after winning the recent May 2019 elections.
Bucay was the first capital town of the Abra, a province in the Cordillera Administrative Region
(CAR). It has 21 barangays with a population of 14,528 as of CBMS 2017 census. Two barangays
(Barangays South Poblacion and North Poblacion) are considered urban areas covering only
0.074% or a total of 89.3 hectares, the rest are rural barangays covering 99.26% or a total of
11,973.7 hectares out of the 12,063 hectares total land area of the municipality. The major source
of income is agriculture followed by small industries like sari-sari store, ricemill, and panciteria
(noodle soup stalls).
“Bernardez’s reign was the Dark Ages of Bucay,” said Aniceta Baltar, Project Manager for
Concerned Citizens of Abra for Good Governance (CCAGG), a civil society organization that
monitors government-implemented projects in Abra and advocates for human rights and good
governance. Baltar is referring to the previous family dynasty that ruled in Bucay for four
decades since Martial Law.
“Naglupus ti Bucay (Like a snake, Bucay shed off its old skin and changed),” said Fe Batoon, a
retired school principal of the St. Fatima High School, the only Catholic-run private school of
Bucay. “There’s a lot of infrastructure projects. We now have the Bagsakan (market), the LGU
building was remodeled, they erected the legislative building, they improved the jail, we have
stations for Bureau of Fire Protection and the Philippine National Police. We also have evacuation
center,” Batoon added.
Baroña used to be an engineer and a contractor of infrastructure projects before he ran for office.
But the transformation of the municipality he and his wife have been running cannot be owed to
his engineering experience alone.
“We were in the top 10 of the ‘Hit List’ in the province. Jun was 6th, I was 7th in the list,” said Roger
Bernal, Baroña’s executive secretary. Bernal is referring to their involvement as political activist
during the time of the then President Ferdinand Marcos.
Bernal and Baroña were childhood friends, together they attended school up to the university in
Baguio City where they were involved with the progressive movement for the autonomy of the
Cordilleras, self-determination for indigenous peoples, and the overthrow of the Marcoses from
Malacañang Palace during the 80’s
During the time of Marcos, development projects were apportioned in the Cordillera region
which included the Cellophil project in Abra. The resistance of the locals towards the
environmentally-destructive project is be attributed to the leadership of Conrado Balweg, an
Itneg (Indigenous Peoples of Abra) priest turned revolutionary. Marcos was overthrown and the
project was shelved, thanks to the EDSA revolution and the peoples’ resistance movements from
the regions.
“I can say that part of the idealisms of Jun was inspired by his uncle,” said Father Renato Amasi,
the Parish Priest of St. Fatima, the Catholic Church in Abra. Amasi is referring to Cesar Baroña, a
comrade of Balweg. Baroña is considered the founder of the Abra chapter of New People’s Army
(NPA), the armed wing of the underground Communist Party of the Philippines that led the
opposition to Marcos’s tyrannical rule. Today, under President Rodrigo Duterte’s administration,
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the NPA is branded a terrorist group.
“Noong college kami ni Sir Jun, active kami sa pagsali sa organizations. Yung mga natutunan
naming noong college gaya ng transparency, people’s participation at good governance ay naaapply namin ngayon. Tinitignan naming ang program na hindi produkto, but the way it is
implemented. (When Jun and I were in college, we used to join organizations where we learned
about transparency, people’s participation, and good governance. We look at our programs
according to the process they are implemented, not as products),” said Bernal.
“I think what makes our management of Bucay unique from other municipalities in the region
was our experience with NGOs [non-government organizations] and in community organizing,”
added Bernal.
“Bucay is touted by the DSWD as the model KALAHI in Abra,” said Aniceta Baltar, Project
Manager from the Concerned Citizens of Abra for Good Governance (CCAGG), a civil society
organization that monitors government-implemented projects in Abra and advocates for human
rights and good governance. “Mayor Jun was the only Mayor in Abra who sat with us during the
TALAKAYAN (evaluation of Kalahi-CIDDS) from beginning to end. The other mayors just come to
say their opening speech and then leave,” added Baltar.
“Ayoko nang tumakbo next term. Hindi mo maasahan ang mga tao, imagine after all ng projects
sa pera pa rin sila kumakapit (I will not run for office for the next term. I cannot rely on the people
because I saw how they are easily bought with money after all the development projects we have
accomplished together),” said Jun Baroña.
Baltar attests to the rampant vote-buying scheme in the province. “It has become so normalized,”
she said.
“I talked to Jun lately about him not running for Mayor next term. I just said that it’s a waste. The
progress he started will go to nothing. But what can we do, those opposing him are capable of
killing,” said Father Amasi.
Since the time of Marcos, the Commission on Election (COMELEC) has perennially listed Abra as
an election hotspot earning the title the “Murder Capital of Northern Luzon”. Even its capital
town Bangued is monikered “Bang! Bang! Bang! Bangued”. Although, Bucay holds no record yet
of political killings unlike its neighbouring municipalities.
“I am against them threatening Jun. They should let the people choose who they want to be their
leader. There is no democracy. They should hear the people’s voice,” said Father Amasi.
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Annex B: Research Design and Plan
Regional Research on Local Governance, Human and Environment Rights, and SDGs: Bucay,
Abra, Philippines
Intro and Background
Information regarding Bucay as a Human Rights City is very sparse. Mention of Bucay and Abra in
relation to HRC in literature known to this researcher is through PDHRE publications, notably a
review of HRC initiative, which indicates that apart from human rights education activities in
Bucay. The initiative was conducted from a distance by a group of human rights workers and
academics, who may have put forward Bucay as a human rights city on to a global platform on the
basis of those activities, and perhaps hoping that the attention and presumably some resources
that would come with it will encourage buy-in and support to the HRC initiative in this 5th class
municipality in Abra Province in Northern Philippines.
Coincidentally, this researcher managed to briefly meet up in Egypt with the mayor of Bucay while
the latter was on holiday. The mayor is not aware of the Human Rights City initiative and was noncommittal in allowing for the research to be conducted in the municipality, insisting that she needs
to consult with the municipal council, other local officials, and even instructing the researcher to
seek permission first from the provincial government. After several attempts to communicate via
e-mail and telephone with the office of the mayor and the provincial governor’s office, the
researcher did not get any response.
The mid-term and local elections in the Philippines was held recently on 13 May, with the official
campaign period lasting 2 months before that. It is presumed that government officials in the
Philippines have been too busy with the campaigns and the elections to pay any attention to such
a small research. Besides, there are restrictions on public projects and activities during the
campaign period to prevent incumbent officials from turning government activities and using
government resources for campaigning.
The current Philippine national government is sensitive to issues of human rights and at times
hostile, due to allegations by both local and international human rights advocates and the media
of human rights violations committed mainly through the President’s so-called war against illegal
drugs in the country – with estimates from 20,000 to 30,000 poor people killed, about a third of
which are supposedly during “legitimate” police operations.
The Philippine president is openly hostile to the Philippines Commission on Human Rights (CHR)
and threatened the constitutionally mandated, independent body to be stripped of its allocation
from the national budget, and casting doubts as to the motive of its chair whom he accused of being
a foreign agent and a supporter of the “yellow” opposition.
Objectives
Given this backdrop, the research will have the following design, starting with the following
objectives:
1. Understand the perspective of the local government and some of the citizens in Bucay on
the concepts of human rights, environmental rights, SDGs, and HRC, and how are they
related with each other and how they are relevant to them;
2. What are their priorities and initiatives in relation to these concepts - strategy,
programmes, projects, activities – and in line with national-level commitments to global
or international agreements;
3. What issues or challenges do they face and what lessons have they learned from their
experience with these initiatives so far?; and
4. What are their plans and needs for support?
As such, the research is primarily aimed at gathering as much information at an initial stage, and
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is exploratory in nature – to seek possible ways to support the local government, the citizens, and
other relevant stakeholders in working together towards their development aspirations.
Theoretical framework
A small section will be dedicated to establishing the theoretical framework that will lend coherence
to the lines of inquiry, with the hypothesis that local governments – having both the breadth in
perspective and coverage and the proximity to where there can be traction among the concepts of
rights and development on one hand and where they make a difference in peoples’ lives on another
– are in the best position and plays a key role in upholding peoples’ rights and achieving
development targets, and as such, could strengthen its capacity for delivery by recognizing and
utilizing the critical link between peoples rights and development goals.
The section will also include some background information on decentralization, human and
environmental rights, and SDGs in the Philippines, to provide the wider national context for the
research. It will include a list of related and relevant legislations, programmes, and resources.
Fieldwork in Bucay
Key informant interviews and FGDs will be the main tools to be used for this research, as secondary
materials are hard to come by. It is hoped there might still be some grey literature, files and records
of these initiatives in Abra and among organizations that used to have related programmes in
Bucay.
It will try to establish whether the municipality or perhaps groups and individuals outside of the
local government picked-up on the Human Rights Cities initiatives from the early 2000.
For now, it is assumed that the initiative failed to pick-up in Bucay and no local stakeholder would
have ownership over the initiative, until otherwise proven by contrary evidence.
From this starting point, the researcher will proceed to explore the perspective of the local
government – mainly the office of the mayor, the municipal council, and the key departments (e.g.,
agriculture, environment, water, health, etc.) on the concepts of rights and development,
particularly human and environmental rights and the sustainable development goals (SDGs). This
is aimed both at understanding the thoughts of local officials on these concepts and how these
relate to their duties and responsibilities as leaders. The same question will be asked of citizens
groups, including particularly the women, indigenous peoples, the youth, and the elderly people,
who are often marginalized from the development decisions and processes, and whose rights are
often vulnerable to neglect and abuse.
To encourage meaningful discussions, the emphasis of the questions will be focused on the
environment and the SDGs – what they think their priorities are and what have they achieved so
far, as well as what challenges they face and the lessons they have learned from the experience.
The research will explore what they are all thinking in terms of ways forward – priorities, what
needs to be strengthened, and how different stakeholders in the municipality, province, and the
country could contribute to their development aspirations, and how those outside can support.
Links with human rights will be made in so far as emphasizing that attainment of SD goals are a
matter of duty and right as opposed to simply having ambitious (or, in this context, even
unrealistic) targets.
Methodology
Local government officials (mayor and or administrator and municipal development officer),
heads of key relevant municipal council committees, department chiefs, community and church
leaders, indigenous peoples, women and youth leaders or representative, and local businesses /
PS players will be targeted for key informant interviews.
It is expected that they could provide basic information or sources on HRC initiatives in Bucay if
they exist, and share their thoughts on the concept and what their roles are.
It is possible that FGDs would be more effective for members of the municipal council
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(Sangguniang Bayan) and some of the community and youth groups. The FGDs will have a dual aim
of exploring similar questions as the KIIs, but at the same time, serve as a venue for disseminating
information and educating people on the concepts and the relationship among them, and how this
is important to their individual lives and their communities. The FGDs will aim to draw out ideas
on what needs to be done at the local level and how different stakeholders can contribute towards
the realization of development aims.
The basic concepts will be discussed in the plenary, using group dynamics and games, to make the
discussion light and encourage participation among participants.
In one day, a 2-hour plenary of about 30 people at the start will discuss the general concepts, and
then it will be divided into about 6 self-managed stakeholder groups (i.e., IP community reps /
leaders, village or barangay officials, women’s groups, church workers, farmers, etc.) to discuss
their specific experience, and draw out their thoughts about possible ways forward – particularly
about their own possible initiatives and contributions.
Lunch and snacks will be served, as is the tradition in the province, and before concluding in the
afternoon, the workshop groups will report back to plenary, have a brief discussion about the
results, then give feedback to the researcher.
A project / research assistant (PA) has been hired to establish contacts with the local government
and other stakeholders in Bucay, arrange for the interviews and FGDs, as well as conduct
additional research and interviews in the province / region, document the results, and contribute
to the analysis.
Info on Bucay, human rights history, as a “Human Rights City”
Stakeholders and their understanding, appreciation of LG, HR, and SDG
Recognizing the connection
Development (SDG) strategy, priorities, and plans
Achievements
Challenges and lessons
Looking and moving forward
Observations and recommendations
Case Studies
Three case studies will also be written based on the interviews and identified through the FGDs /
workshops. It will attempt to have a sample of a human rights case, a good initiative in Bucay
relevant to H&ER and SDGs, and an IP household or community where human rights and
development initiatives may be most needed.
A feedback session will be conducted with local officials jointly with citizen groups and IP
representatives, to share the key findings and ideas generated from the field research.
Permissions from each or group of respondents will be secured for citations and possible publication
of their responses and information they will provide in the course of the interviews, FGDs, and
workshops.
Expected Output
20-page report
Case studies
Annexes – methodology, questionnaires and tools, and transcripts / documentation, photos and
videos
Presentations for RWI workshops and Gwangju Forum (Conference)
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Annex C: Research Tools
Regional Research on HRC, ER, and SDGs in Asia and the Pacific: Bucay
Date:

Participant:

Location:

Interviewer:

Role / Sector:

Key Informant
Interview
Gender:

Age:

Questionnaire
1. Understanding and
knowledge of HRC,
human rights,
environmental rights,
and sustainable
development goals

1.A.i. Do you know
that Bucay is a
“Human Rights City?”
What does this mean?

1.B. How do you
understand the term
“environmental rights?”

1.C. What do you
know about the
Sustainable
Development Goals
(SDGs)?

1.A.ii. How do you
understand the term
“human rights?”

2. Understanding of
the links

2.A. Do you think
SDGs or development
are linked with human
and environmental
rights? How and/or
why?

2.B. How are these
significant to Bucay as
a municipality?

2.C. What do these
mean to you, your
family, and
community?

3. Achievements and
Contributions

3.A. What do you think
has Bucay achieved in
delivering to human
rights, environmental
rights, and SDGs?

3.B. What or who
contributed mainly to
these achievements?

3.C. What have been
your contributions?
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4. Issues and
Challenges

4.A. What key issues
and challenges does
Bucay face in relation
to HR, ER, and SDGs?

4.B. What other factors
stop or prevent Bucay
from delivering on HR,
ER, and SDGs?

4.C. What steps have
you or the local
government taken to
address these?

5. Lessons

5.A. What lessons
have you learned from
the experience?

5.B. Is it useful to link
HR and ER with SDGs
/ development?

5.C.i. What has
worked and what
doesn’t work?

5.C.ii. What needs to
change?

6. Plans and Next
Steps

6.A. What are or
should be the priorities
for Bucay in the next 5
years in relation to HR,
ER, and SDGs?

6.B. What projects or
activities are in line for
this year and next?

6.C. What are your
tasks and
responsibilities in
relation to these
plans?

7. Support Needs

7.A What capacities
and resources are
available in Bucay to
ensure that targets /
objectives are
achieved?

7.B. What resources
outside (provincial,
national) that Bucay
needs or plans to tap?

7.C. What other
support needs would
help Bucay deliver
better on HR, ER, and
SDGs?

Permission
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This is to certify that I, ______________________, have willingly participated as a key
informant in the Regional Research on HRC and SDGs in Asia and the Pacific in Bucay, and
am giving my consent for the information and views I have provided in the interview and
during my interaction with the researchers to be used for the purpose of this study and
possibly included in subsequent publications.
Consent by:

Witness:

__________________________
Informant

____________________________
Signature over name
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Regional Research on HRC, ER, and SDGs in Asia and the Pacific: Bucay
Draft Workshop / FGD Programme (2 June 2019)
Venue: TBD c/o PA
Time
14:00 –
14:30
14:30 –
15:15

Activity
Registration

Lead
PA (Dumay)

Notes
Need attendance and group consent form, with translation

Introduction

Researcher
(Kiko)
PA

15:15 –
15:45

Plenary

Researcher and
PA

Welcome from host (depending on venue?)
Objectives of the research, workshop / FGD
Programme, process, and rules
Parking Lot
Feedback / Thoughts
Brief presentation about the research (10 mins)
Questions on the concepts of Human Rights, Environmental Rights, and Sustainable Development
Goals
Method:
1) Divide the group into 3 and within groups, members share their thoughts. (10 mins)
2) Group shares result with plenary. (3 mins each)
3) Plenary discussion – questions, additions…

15:45 –
16:00
16:00 –
17:15

Break
Workshop

PA collates and takes notes on the reports from groups.
Snacks: coffee / drinks and local delicacies
Researcher and
PA

Intro to the session with ice-breaker (finger races): Researcher
Method:
Divide the group according to sector (e.g., youth, women, barangay officials, CSOs, farmers,
business, etc.) / (Alternatively, the global café method may be used.)
Group discussion – 1 session per question
Common Questions:
What are the links among human rights, environmental rights, and sustainable development goals?
(10 mins)
What are the most the most significant achievements of Bucay in relation to HR, ER, and SDGs? (10
mins)
What are the issues and challenges that Bucay face in achieving HR, ER, and SDG aims? (10 mins)
What must be done about these issues and challenges in order to achieve the aims? (10 mins)
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17:15 –
18:00
18:00 –
18:15
18:30 –
20:00

Plenary and
processing
Angelus

Researcher and
PA
Lay leader

Closing and
Dinner

Host / PA

Sector-specific Questions:
What can your sector contribute to help achieve HR, ER, and SDG aims? (10 mins)
What support would you need / from whom? (10 mins)
Groups share with plenary
Led by a lay person
Address parked issues
Feeback
Thank those who support
Reminders for follow-up (interviews, etc.)

Annex D: Bucay Field Research Schedule
Date
20 May --

Activities
Contacts in Abra / Bucay

21-24 May
27-28 May
27 May
28 May

Desk research and interviews on
Bucay
Travel to Manila
Travel to Bucay
Arrange interviews and FGDs

29 May

Briefing and interview

With Maria Elena “Snooky” Baroña

30 May
31 May

Travel to Abra
Courtesy call office of the Mayor
Interview with Administrator
FGD with SB Committees
- Health, education, women, DRR

c/o Snooky
Mayor, administrator
Administrator, MPDO
SB Members

1 June (Sat)

Participants
Dumay (PA), Church, local government,
community / local organizations / CSOs,
etc.
PA
Francis (Researcher)
PA
PA

Notes
Mr. Roger Bernal, municipal administrator
Mobile +63-945 651-6322
Pura
Book hotels and identify, arrange best transport
Office of mayor, administrator, MPDO, and
development-related committees of SB, CSOs in Bucay
“Snooky” is main contact in Bucay, in-laws to the mayor
Meeting in Manila
Tel +63-926 654-6894
PA will help identify partipants and arrange interviews
and workshops
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2 June (Sun)

Workshop with citizens groups

3 June
4 June

Interview with Dept Chiefs
KIIs

5 June

Travel to Manila
Travel to Baguio
Travel to Cairo
Possible follow-up
Drafting of report and case studies
Preparation of annexes
Draft report and Bangkok Workhsop
Final and complete report
Gwangju Conference and possible
follow-up in Bucay

6 June
7 June onwards
12 – 25 June
7 – 15 June
July
August
September

Women
Youth
People / sector organizations
Dept. Chiefs, MAO, MENRO
Church
Civic workers
Teachers
NGOs / CSOs
Researcher
PA
Researcher
PA
Researcher and PA
PA
Researcher
Researcher
Researcher
Possible delegation from Bucay – at
least one from local government, one
from IP community, and another from
the youth / women

Consolidate feedback and revise the report
As agreed in Jakarta
Participation in conference
Identify and agree possible capacity development
activities with RWI
Facilitate and write project proposals

Note:
Schedule to be discussed and agreed with PA and participants in Bucay, Abra, and in the Philippines
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Annex E: Notes from interviews and FGD
Email / Written Interview with Prof. Virginia B. Dandan
Dear Prof. Dandan,
I hope you are well. It was great to speak with you on the phone. I am now back in Egypt,
working on my report to RWI.
It was indeed a good field visit and our findings are quite interesting. Thanks to you and your
work, Bucay was put on the map and was set on its ways towards many significant changes.
I hope you can help me round-off some background information on the HRC initiative in
Bucay. I have written to (emailed) PDHRE through the address in its website and requested
for a copy of your report. I mentioned that I have been in contact with you and that you have
referred me to them. While waiting and hoping for their response, it would really help me start
with my report if you could answer these few general questions:
1. How and when did HRC in Bucay started? What were its aims and objectives?
2. Who were involved from Bucay and what was the structure for its implementation? What
activities were undertaken as part of this initiative?
3. What did it achieve and what challenges did the project face?
4. What main lessons did you learn from the project?
I hope this is ok and that you don’t mind if I get back to you with follow-up or other questions.
Thank you very much in advance and I look forward to hearing back from you.
Regards,
Francis
Responses to the Questions on Bucay
1.

I can’t recall the precise dates when my team and I started working in Bucay. To the best of
my recollection and referring to the dates of my other activities, it must have been prior to
or in the early 1990s that we worked in Bucay, with the objective of setting it up as a human
rights city in conjunction with the project of the organization People’s Decade for Human
Rights Education* with the aim of promoting human rights as a way of life. The
aim/objective was very general, because I had an agreement with the President of PDHRE
that I was going to conduct the project my own way, even if there was a “formula” that was
being followed by other projects in other countries. Why did I make an exception? Because I
believe that teaching about human rights should be centered on the people themselves who
alone have the agency to empower themselves. This view that I hold even today, is not a
popular one even among human rights advocates and “experts”. In the field, the only experts
whose opinions about anything and everything are relevant are the people themselves. The
original concept of human rights cities was built around the idea of communities using the
Western model which was and still is, a world that is so different from communities where I
had worked and learned that any human rights project must dealing with issues arising
from the beliefs and customs of the people on the ground. (*Now that the decade is over, the
organization is now called People’s Movement for Human Rights Education. Because of my
busy schedule, I had to withdraw from the Board.)

2.

The local government was our partner in the project. The mayor (Basiliso Paligutan or
Luisito Bernardez), the vice-mayor and several council members were involved. They were
helpful in supporting the project and making known to their constituents in Bucay that our
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project had the blessings of the local government, and we were able to go around, talking to
people, promoting the idea of human rights in their daily lives. We visited households
randomly selected according to exigencies. We were cautioned by the mayor who informed
us at that time regarding armed groups in Bucay and for this reason, we were advised that
we should not be visiting the more remote areas. Our questions on the ground revolved
around portals of entry where we could introduce the concept of human rights and the
positive values that would improve peoples’ lives.
I now recall that we travelled to Bucay only four times, but managed to visit
households in the communities of Abang, Manabo and the Poblacion, I had hoped to spend
more time in Abang to observe and talk with the indigenous peoples there to understand
better their material culture, which was deteriorating and on the verge of extinction.
Unfortunately, our funding was limited and I could not raise more funds to go deeper into
the situation of the populations of Abang and Manabo.
My idea was to encourage individuals and existing groups in the community, to
introduce the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, focusing on the human rights
principles enshrined in the document: equality and non-discrimination, inclusion and
participation, accountability and transparency, attention to vulnerable groups, and, the rule
of law. This part I remember well because since that time, I have conducted most of my basic
human rights training courses using these values embedded in the UDHR.
Our last visit to Bucay was to convene a big gathering of the community—
unfortunately consisting largely of people from the población—which celebrated the UDHR.
I used that occasion to thank everyone especially the local government for their cooperation
and support of the project. My team and I arranged a free lunch for everyone, and there
were speeches, singing and dancing from lunchtime onward to around 4 PM when we had to
go back to Bangued because the weather was turning bad.
3.

The project was able to achieve its main objective of introducing to the community the
concept of human rights and the reality that even if human rights are not a panacea for all
their problems, the values it instills provide a basis and guide of how life can be better if
everyone was aware of his/her human rights and that of others. The main challenges mainly
concerned the logistics involved. Travelling to Bucay from Manila was costly: roundtrip bus
fares for the team from Manila to Bangued; overnight hotel transit; private hire of jeepney to
travel to Bucay and back; and, other miscellaneous incidental expenses. My research team
consisted of a senior student of law from UP; and a non-practicing but competent registered
nurse with a graduate degree from UP in community development. I personally trained my
companions and they became effective community field workers on human rights and
human rights education.
Given the difficulties, why did I choose to work in Bucay? Those difficulties and
challenges were precisely the reasons why I chose Bucay, where poverty was prevalent
especially among indigenous peoples; the ever-present armed groups who extracted and
held captive the allegiance of the community. I had a friend who is a native of Bangued, and
a descendant of the Tingguian, an indigenous people of Abra. She knew of the situation of
people in Bucay and I was convinced in would be a good place to conduct the human rights
cities project, in the spirit called for in the UDHR—attention to vulnerable groups.
In the brief visits to Bucay my team was able to introduce the idea of human rights
and raise awareness of a peaceful way of living a life of dignity even in poverty when guided
by the human rights principles enshrined in the UDHR.

4.

The most important lesson I learned from the project, was that I was on the right track but
that there should have been a longer period to make the project more effective and
sustainable. The project was effective, but I doubt that the communities where we worked
would even have a memory of our visits, given how the project was short-lived. The
approach I used required a longer time-frame and a follow-up period for sustainability.
There should have been a project on including teachers so that human rights activities could
be included in their lesson plans.
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Today, I still conduct human rights training, but because of the experience and
lessons learned in Bucay, I only engage in training programs that are longer-term with a
strong follow-up program to ensure sustainability, and participants who have the capacity
and capability of echoing to others what they learn in my courses.
Note: PDHRE did not respond to the researcher’s email messages

Field Interviews
1. Victorino “Jun” Baroña Jr.
Interview
May 31, 2019
Mayor from 2010-2016; 2019 Mayor-elect
2007-2010 – Vice governor of Abra
aktibista noong estudiante
Naaward ang Bucay ng Seal of Local Good Governance.
Grumaduate sa KALAHI-CIDSS and Bucay during his term.
- Mahilig ako sa organizing. I encouraged the creation of organizations.
- The NGOs who want to connect, I pass them to the local organizations like the DSWD, 4Ps,
Women’s Group, Fisher Folk organization, etc.
-Maluwag sila noon. Walang nagmomonitor, unlike now. Dati noong mayor ako, hindi sila
nagmomonitor. Kinuestion si Bernadette during the Peace and Order Council. The council is
composed of the governor, mayor, PD, Battallion. Mas grabe ang intervention ngayon.
- May mga NGOs from Baguio. Akala ko okay rin pero um-abuse din sila sa akin. Palagi kasi akong
nag-aattend ng Cordillera Day. Eh gusto nila sa Bucay, I allowed them. That was 2013 before the
elections. Kinulayan ng kalaban. Ang mas affected ay yung lugar. Markado kami na left.
- Ang nagging argument namin sa left ay ‘Wala kaming issues katulad sa upland’.
- Ang ganda nung KALAHI project kasi people empowerment ang focus. The people identify the
problem and they also provide the solution.
Priority programs for the incoming term?
– “I-sustain kung ano ang meron.”
Main sources of income sa Bucay?
– “Agriculture and remittances.”
2. Roger Bernal
Executive Secretary to the Mayor
Interview
May 31, 2019
- Agriculture ang focus ng CAR sa SDG through the Regional Development Council
- MPDC ang spearhead ng SDG
-Municipal Development Council ang biggest council, vicechair and MPDC.
- The MPDC sees that the AIP coincides with the municipal budget, and the municipal budget
coincides with the projects, and the projects coincide with the SDGs,
What are your focus priorities in the SDGs?
-Ang nadetect during the Community Based Management System, ang unang problema ay
unemployment. Kasi pag titignan mo, dead end ang ABra. No industries. The activities we
planned to address the problem ay: 1. Recommendations, 2. Agritourism, Agroforestry,
identifying and promoting tourist destinations, 3. Bus station.
-Below poverty line ang Bucay. I think 19% national average.
-2012-2014 naaddress yung water system. Lahat ng 21 barangays ay nabigyan ng water system.
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This is in cooperation with DILG, DSWD…
-2017-2018 may lumalabas pa rin na water problem. Ang cause na naidentify ay dahil lumipat
ang bukal, epekto ng climate change. Ito ang cases sa BRgy. Pakiling and Brgy. Layugan.
- Na-concretize lahat ng Farm to Market Road.
-P72M ang nanggaling sa KALAHI in 4 years.
- Yung KALAHI, peoples’ participation ang focus.
- By end of the term of Mayora Bernadette, natapos na lahat ng water system. Rehabilitation na
lang ang ginagawa.
-2016, 2017, 2018 consistent ang award ng Bucay ng SLGC kaya nabigyan kami ng P3M na price
which we used for the Tourism assistance center. Kami ang unang nakatapos.
- Gustung-gusto naming ang concept na ‘participatory’ sa pag-implement ng projects.
Does being an HRC helped you achieve SGDs?
- Kung sa HR, iba kasi ang version ng national government sa version ibang bansa. Ang Abra kasi
ay pinpointed na kuta ng mga subversives.
- Since 2010 nagsimulang maging maunlad ang Bucay. Nagkaroon ng immediate development sa
infrastructures at peoples’ participation through KALAHI-CIDSS. We started being recognized in
he regional and national through awards.
- Noong college kami ni Sir Jun, active kami sa pagsali sa organizations. Ako ang unang nagorganize sa Baguio ng League of Students Federation. Yung mga natutunan naming noong college
gaya ng transparency, people’s participation at good governance ay na-aapply naming. Tinitignan
naming ang program na hindi produkto, but the way it is implement. We look at it not like
bureaucrats.
- Si Cesar Baroῆa na grandfather ni Mayor Jun ay co-founder ng NPA.
Priorities for the incoming term
- I-sustain ang mga nasimulan at tulungan ang mga barangay. Hindi na kami magpaplano ng long
term kasi nag-usap na si Mayor Jun at yung Vice Mayor ngayon na sila na sila na sa next term.
What is unique with your management of Bucay
- Importante yung teamwork at trust
- May background sa NGO at community organizing
3. Benjamin Loy Sr.
Barangay Captain
Abang, Bucay Bangued
May 31, 2019
Water System
-Yung tubig nakakarating na sa loob ng bahay
-Sa ngayon Level 2 pa lang kami, gusto sana naming maging level 3
- Mapalaki sana ang tubo. At mas maganda sana ang plastic kasi liko-liko yung dinadadaanan
niya.
- May programa din kami para maprotektahan ang watershed.
- source din namin ng irrigation.
- Isang problema naming, kapag tag-ulan binabagsakan ng bato yung tubo.
- Walang tubig noong araw, may maliit na gripo na pinag-iigiban.
- Sapat ang supply tubig.
- Yung logging, pag-domestic use.
- May 3M allotted budged ang DENR sa protection ng watershed.
- May nursery
- May 100 ha na pinataniman ng DENR ng 100k na puno.
- Problema yung G Melina kinakain ng baka, ¼ na lang yata ang natira sa mga naitanim.
- May mga bantay gubat na umiikot.
- Walang nakakalabas na kahoy
Street Light
- Kami ang pinakamaraming street light sa Bucay.
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- Nag-iisang IP kami kaya hindi kami nahihirapan sa pag-implement dahil sa bayanihan.
- Dahil nagbibigay sila ng sweldo sa mga projects, nawawala yung ugali ng bayanihan.
- Maraming nawawalang baka, kalabaw, manok dati.
- Wala namang problema sa security
Transport system at kalsada
- 2010 noong umupo ako. Nagpagawa ng balsa ang barangay.
- Naanod ang asawa ko sa ilog (Kasama ang P300k na cash)
- May 3-4 km na hindi pa nasementong kalsada patungong bridge ng Manabo. Kapag umuulan
nawawash-out ang daan, nagiging canal.
-National Road ang kalsada patungong Manabo – Abra-Cervantes Road.
- P500 ang arkila ng tricycle papunta at pabalik ng Bangued.
-Libre ang balsa kahit anong oras pag may sakit yung itatransport.
Education
- Yung mga studiante, nagboboarding sa may malapit sa skwelahan. Yung iba naglalakad pauwi.
- Elementary lang ang eskwelahan ditto.
- Yung High School students na galling dito, nasa 100 bilang.
- Halos kalahati ng teachers sa elementary ay galling ditto.
Health
- May clinic pero walang nurse o midwife, 2-3 times a week sila pumupunta
- May 10 BHW
Population – 2500
Household – 250
4Ps beneficiaries – 80
Seniors - 100
Planning system
-May target kaming gagawin in 1 year. Pero iipunan pa naming yun. Kung isa-sahin mo, hindi
magkakasya yung pondo. Ang ginagawa naming, nirereallocate sa mas kailangan.
Source of income
- Rice farming
- Vegetable farming
- Livestock – baka, kalabaw, baboy
- 4Ps, Senior allowance
OFW – mostly Saudi
Priority Projects
1. Kalsada
2. I-level 3 ang water system
May IRA ba kayo?
-Wala kasi walang business establishment. Barangay clearance nga di ko pinapabayad. ANg
permit, sa munisipyo pa kinukuha.
Barangay Assembly?
- Twice a year. May fiesta din kami twice a year – May 5 at Dec 25 dito, 31 sa proper.
- Mas marami ang babae sa barangay assembly. May 2 babaeng barangay kagawad.
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4. Liberato Bernese and Barangay Officials
Pakiling, Bucay
June 1, 2019
4 women councilors, 3 men
barangay secretary man, treasurer man
Water System
- Pinakamahirap ang tubig dito.
- 2017 natapos ang water system na inimplement ng BUB-DILG
- 1 year, maganda yung water source. After 1 year problema na
- 2013 nagsimula yung KALAHI-CIDSS pero hindi kami naprioritize noong first cycle kasi hindi
naging interesado ang brgy. Captain noon.
- Ang gusto ng Kalahi may people empowerment.
Ano ang people empowerment?
- Nakikipagparticipate ang mga tao; nag-aattend sa assembly at meeetings at pinapakita nila na
interesado sila.
- 2015 natapos ang water system.
- Hindi naman humina yung source, nagkakaproblema lang sa linya.
- Hindi potable yung water.
-Dati ang source of water ay deep well.
Ano ang epekto sa mga tao?
- Guminhawa. Nakakapagtanim kami ng gulay, masetas.
- Walang pila sa tubig. Usually tatay at nana yang pumipila.
- May pang-flush at panglinis
- Ngayon na humina ang tubig, nagiging source ng pag-aaway. Pasulpot sulpot ang tubig kaya
hindi sila nagbabayad. Pero kailangan naming magbayad sa owner ng source.
Maintenance?
- Pinapahanginan naming yung tubo twice a week dahil nag-e-air lock.
- Malaki yung tubo kumpara sa pumapasok na tubig kaya pumapasok ang hangin.
- Sa volume ng tubig, parehas lang naman kapag ikukumpara noon at ngayon. Kulang lang siguro
kami sa kaalaman.
- More or less 4km away yung source from the household.
Solution
- Balak naming magpadeep-well, maglagay ng dynamo.
-May hinukay na kami, may tubig pero wala pang pangtuloy para sa tangke at hose.
- Hindi na naming inaasahin yung isang water system.
- Potable naman yung galling sa deep well noong pinatest namin.
- Sa barangay proper, level 3 na ang tubig. Gumawa kasi kami doon ng deep well kasi mas marami
yung araw na walang tubig dati, at Malabo yung tubig na nakakarating. Nagclick sa proper kaya
ganun din ang gagawin naming dito.
- Kulang pa kami sa motor, tangke, at hose para makagaipon ng malaking deposito.
- Bayanihan ang ginawa naming paghuhukay.
Paano popondohan yung kulang?
- Hihingi kami ng tulong sa politico, sa munisipyo.
- Si Mayor Jun nagbigay ng electric motor pero kailangan iparepair. P5k yung pagawa.
- Magshare ang mga tao gaya ng ginawa nila sa proper. 400 each household for makina, 100
buwanan pang maintenance.
- Dito sa sitio, ok sa kanila yan
Other Important Projects
1. FMR – halos lahat sementado. Natapos noong 2016
- KALAHI ang tumulong. Na prioritize noong 3rd cycle.
2. Day care centers – natapos noong 2015. Naprioritize noong 2nd cycle.
3. Street Light
- hindi pa kumpleto.
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- nakabudget na pero mas iprioritize daw muna an gang tubig. “Mag-iilaw ka nga pero
wala ka namang inumin”.
Barangay Assembly – 2x a year
Participation – 80-90%
Mostly nana yang nagpaparticipate kasi maraming trabaho ang tatay.
Issues
1. Electric fishing – kinukumpiska na naming ang mga pinangkukuryente nila
2. Stray animals – Hinuhuli naming at pinapatubos
3. Dis-oras na videoke
4. Unemployment – around 70% ang unemployed na nasa working age.
Source of Income
1. Furniture
2. Fishing
3. Agriculture
*Bihira ang nag-aabroad.
Bakit Street Light?
-Requirement kasi yan sa peace and order
- Para maiwasan ang pagnanakaw ng manok
Sino ang pwedeng tumulong para sa mga projects na kailangang gawin?
1. DAR – nagbigay sila ng tractor ngayong 2019 through Raniag Pakiling Integrated
Development Association (RAPIDA)
2. DA – nagbigay sila ng 75 meters na FMR noong 2016.
3. Ibababa na daw ang SGLG sa barangay
Anong grade na ibibigay niyo sa sarili niyo kung ie-evaluate niyo ang trabaho niyo?
- 8 of 10 kasi kulang kulang pa kami sa criteria.
- Noong 2017, nabigyan kami ng Banuar Award at may reward kaming 500K, yung ang pinagawa
naming ng Multi Purpose Hall.
- Yung criteria sa Banuar: Transparency, Good governance, attendance sa assemblies
Ano ang motivation ninyo?
- Mga kabarangay na active mag-participate
- serbisyo sa tao
- Honorarium
- Masaya kami na nakakatulong
- Tungkulin, kahit sa ayaw o sa gusto
Sa tingin niyo ba related sa HR ang mga serbisyong kailangan niyong ibigay?
-All: Yes
- Karapatan nila. May karapatan silang magtanong, magsabi, karapatan nila ang tubig….
- Tungkulin naming bilang opisyal ang kanialang karapatan.
Other programs
- Solid Waste Management. Meron kaming MRF. Yung DENR at MPDO ang nagpaseminar.
- Nagsesegegate kami. Yung recyclable kinocollect ng munisipyo.
- Nahihirapan kami kasi yung iba hindi pa sanay.
Ano dapat ang priorities?
1. Tubig
2. Streetlight
3. Disaster preparedness
-bumibili kami ng equipmet pag bagyo gaya ng generator kasi minsan 1 month
walang kuryente.
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- may chainsaw.
- mga nasirang bahay nirereport naming sa DSWD.
- lumalala ang bayo. Bihira pero malakas. Lately pati bahay nalilipad
- Sira ang pananim, palay noong bagyong Lawin.
Population - 821
Families - 215
Household -188
4 women kagawad
1 woman SK chair
Bakit pantay ang number ng babae at lalaki?
- Tao naman ang pumili niyan.
- Aksidente siguro.
Anong advantage na pantay?
- Equal na kasing nagtratrabaho ang lalaki at babae ngayon
Paano niyo nararating ang desisyon?
- Mga kagawad kasi sila ang mas marami
- Kung ano ang gusto ng nakakarami.
Lessons
- Unity ng mga tao sa community
Paano minemaintain ang unity?
- Maging model na leader
Contribution ng SK
- Organizer ng fiesta, sports event, clean and green
5. Luciano Quintos
Brgy Captain
Layugan, Bucay
June 1, 2019
Water System
- Dalawa ang water system dito. Una itong bukal na malapit sa amin na pinagawa ko noon pang
1972. Ang pangalawa, yung pinagawa ng KALAHI na ginawa noong 2013-14.
- Sa water system na ginawa ng KALAHI, Mahina ang tubig mula November hanggang June.
Maganda ang tubig pag tag-ulay, July to October.
- Mahina ditto sa Sitio na ito ang tubig kapag summer kaya pumupunta sila ditto sa akin para
mag-igib. Yung unang bukal kasi nakaderecho sa proper.
Cause ng paghina ng tubig?
- Dahil sa logging pero ngayon tumigil na
- Noong 1991 nagtanim kami sa 181 hectares ng mahogany, fruit trees…
- Meron ding project ang DENR na G Melina pero malakas siya maka-absorb ng tubig.
- Mula noong 1993, nagsimulang lumiit yung tubig. Tingin ko kasi dumami ang tao. Kunyari sa
pamilya naming, dati lima kami. Ngayon 22 na ang apo ko.
- Ang drinking water naming dinedeliver.
- Yung unang water soure, potable. Yung pangalawa, hindi potable.
- Ang ginanamit naming sa pagpapagawa ng unang water system, yung IRA ng barangay at may
binigay si Governor Valera
- 90% ng tao nakikimeeting tuwing assembly.
- Barangay officials ang bahala sa maintenance ng water system.
- Malaking tulong ang KALAHI water system. Dati hindi kami nakakaalaga ng baboy ngayon ok na.
- Kapag umuulan lang ditto saka kami nakakapgtanim ng palay at mais.
- May project na solar irrigation, sisimulan na sa October kung mababa na ang tubig sa ilog.
- Pinapili kasi ang barangay noon kung gym o solar irrigation. Mas pinili nila ang gym.
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- May 3 basketball court kami, at may 3 daycare center.
- 2 babaeng kagawad at 1 secretary.
- Every week may pumapasyal na nurses.
- May health center
- Mga nanay yang gumagawa ng eco park, nagvovolunteer sila. Minsan sila pa ang nagsasuggest
ng kung anong gagawin.
- Pag tinatamad ang mga lalaki, mga babae ang kumikilos
Priority projects
1. Tourism – Pailawan ang cave, ayusin ang barangay road papuntang cave
2. Flooring ng gym
3. Solar irrigation
4. Street light – walang nagnanakaw ditto, madalas lang kasing may masiraan ng motor.
Source of Income
1. Vegetable farming
IRA – 1M
6. Engr. Anatoly “Troy” Flores
MPDC
LGU Bucay
Batay sa CBMS, how does that inform CVB and annual budget plans?
- Water pa rin yung problem. Yung CDP ay nauna before CBMS. May draft kami before CBMS.
-Sa CDP kami kumukuha ng project for the AIP.
- May mga priority project na wala sa CDP na kailangan i-allocate-an ng budget. Kaya hindi
nasusunod sa ngayon.
- I always make it a point na tubig ang priority at unemployment/poverty yung second.
- Mostly sa infrastructure projects kami nakakaemploy.
How do you update the information so that the planning is real time?
-Through the interaction of the LGU and the BLGU. Nagbobotohan kami kung ano ang
ipaprioritize.
- Ang cycle naming ng pagupdate is quarterly.
Ano ang approach?
-Gumagawa kami ng MOU na dapat ang BLGU ang magmaintain.
Ano ang principles ng governance that influence your decisions?
-Participatory
-May certain situations na influenced by the leader
-Ang challenge ay how to stick to the plan. Maganda sana kung nasusunod.
Naapektuhan ban g leader ang implemetentation?
-Yes. Kung leader na ang humahawak ng project hindi na masyadong cost effective kasi hindi
naman dumaan sa bidding.
Challenges?
-Sana participatory
-Kung ano ang nakaplano, dapat undin/
-Masyadong naiimpluwensiyahan ng leader ang process. Hindi pa ideally nasusunod ang
participatory, transparency…
Kamusta ang SGLG?
-OK namana tong leader ditto compared sa dati.
Kinikilala mo ba na what the local government delivers mainly caters to the rights of the
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people?
-Oo. Natatarget nila ang kailangan ng tao.
Ano sa tingin mo ang difference ng ganung perspective?
-Effective naman. Nakikita mo naman yung pagtanggap ng mga tao.
-Yung advent ng KALAHI, dun yung time na umupo kami. Nabigla ang mga tao
Do you think people feel empowered?
-Oo naman.
Pare-parehas ba ang system ng BAWASA?
-Hindi.
Ano ang role ng MLGU?
-Ini-invite naming sila pumunta sa meeting. Sina Congressman minsan dumadating. 1 time lang
dumating si Congressman.
Other challenges?
-Ang daming dumadating na programs na gusting iimplement ng national agency pero
undermanned kami. I only have 1 assistant.
-Hindi naming mamaximize yung service na dumadating. Hindi naming kayang kumpletuihn
yung project proposals.
Are there other ways to increase the capacity of the MLGUm to absorb?
-Gusto ko yung KALAHI kasi may core staff silang pumupunta ditto. Maganda.
-Yung BUB nagkadoble-doble trabaho naming.
Nagagamit mob a yung documents?
-Pag may project, diyan kami kumukuha ng content.
Kapag pinag-uusapan ang SDG, familiar ba ang LGU sa national programs?
-May mga seminars naman kami dun. Yung CDP reflected naman sa index kung ilang percent yun
sa SDG.
-Pag sa amin naaalign naming talaga.
Conscious bay an?
-Nakikita mo naman na most of the projects ay kinukuha sa top 3 ng SDG.
-Consious kami kasi may indication yung number.
7, Aniceta Baltar
Project Manager
Concerned Citizens of Abra for Good Governance
-I only have one engangement with the MLGU of Bucay. That was during the Talakayan for the
regional assesment of the KALAHI projects. That was in 2015. Ako ang nagfacilitate. There were
four sessions: profile ng munisipyo, plans and development thrust, plan for the development of
Bucay, and gallery walk. It was handled by the MPDC office. It was on poverty incidence, situation
ng marginalized sectors…
-Our concern during the TALAKAYAN was about the plans, the process of consultation, and the
perception survey of the LGU condition. The participants would tell if the LGU is really
responding to their needs.
-Bucay is touted by the DSWD as the model KALAHI in Abra. The mayor was always there. He is
the only mayor who sat down from beginning to end.
Ilang LGU ang nagparticipate sa KALAHI?
-Mataas ang poverty incidence sa province. Abra is counted among the poorest in the country.
Noong pumasok ang ganitong intervention, tumaas ang LGUs from 6th class to 5th to 4th, especially
noong pumasok ang SGLG.
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-Kung sa IRA lang, hindi kasya.
-Dahil sa BUB, marami sa kanila ang were able to purchase their own equipment. Marami na ang
concrete roads.
-Noong nag-umpisa si Mayor Jun, hindi sila qualified. Yung COA nila, maraming nawawalang pera.
Hindi nagremit ng GSIS. Hindi ko alam kung paano nila inayos. Yun yung problem niya noong first
term. I think there were cases filed. He has to see to it na maayos. Around 2013 yung SGLG.
-Magagaling yung staff niya. Nagstep-up din yung RHU. Meron yung prokect Paracetamol
monitoring kung saan nagpupurchase sila ng basic med pero mataas yung price sa Bucay. Meron
yung time na may donation box sa RHU, they had to remove it eventually kasi hindi yun dapat.
-When we falicitated the Talakayan, our bias is rights – transparency, accountability…
-Sinasabi naming na ‘hindi kayo magkakasala kung tatanungin niyo kung saan nagamit yung
pera’.
-Nagconduct kami ng study sa accessibility ng transparency board. Hindi maintindihan ng mga
tao.
Public Financial Info
-The people have to engage, for example – how GAD fund is used. Hrap pag may training sila, GAD
fund yung ginagamit tapos makikita mo, bakit nangyari yung training sa Palawan?
-Dark ages of Bucay noong Bernardez reign.
-Mayor Jun was one of the few mayors participating at hindi siya defensive sa feedback.
-Bucay has become a buzzing commercial municipality unlike before. Ngayon may Chok’s na, may
pancitan. Gumanda na yung road condition.
-Magagaling yung MPDC, MSWD, at administrators.
Sa tingin niyo ba ang LGU may perspective on rights?
-Actually problema ang localization ng SDG. Problema ang integration ng SDGs sa local plans.
Aware naman sila siguro pero in terms of internalizing and integrating into their plans, di siguro
ganoon kalalim.
-Paano ba ang localization ng SDG? Capacity bldg..? Seminar workshop. Nagcompute kami kulang
yung budget. Ang alternative, i-ride on as exit project, mentoring na lang.
-There is a need for LGU na gamitin ang SDG as framework for planning para mas inclusive yung
parameters for development. Mas mahirap sa provincial kasi walang silang development
framework.
-Na-tag kami na leftist kasi ang approach naming ay human rights. Pero nabalanse kasi partners
kami ng DILG, DSWD….
-Part of the accountability mechanism ay rights-based education, rights-based advocacy.
-Sa program dapat built-in yung capacity-bldg. Hrap kasi ang political position.
Bahay Silangan
-Mahal, unless pondohan ng

8. Fe Batoon
Retired Principal
Our Lady of Fatima
Bucay
What are the changes that you’ve seen in the educational sector of Bucay?
-There are more schools now and more enrollees
-The curriculum changed.
What government assisted program does your school have?
- We have the Educational Service Continuity (ESC) from the Fund Assistance for Private
Education (FAPE). But this is not from the LGU, it is from the national government.
-Because we are a private institution and we require tuition fee, we don’t have many enrolees
compared to the public schools. The ESC, provides assistance to those who want to enrol in our
school.
-The LGU does not provide funding for us but if we have programs or activities at school, they
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give financial support sometimes.
What other developments that you’ve seen around Bucay?
-There’s a lot of infrastructure projects. We have the Bagsakan (market), the LGU building is
remodelled, they erected the legislative building. They improved the Jail. And now we have
stations for Bureau of Fire Protection and the PNP. We also have evacuation center.
- “Naglupus ti Bucay” – Bucay changed like a snake.
What do you think about the administration of the local government?
-During the time of Mayora, the province won SGLG for three consecutive years. She is very good
in documentation.
-Bucay is peaceful even during elections. We only have a few minor issues like drunkenness.
What motivates the government officials to perform the way they do?
-They are service-oriented. They want to give service. They are really excellent.
9. Gabriel Velasco
Principal
Bucay Central School
gabrielvelasco@deped.gov.ph
09173079727
What LGU-supported projects do you have in your school?
- The rehabilitation of our gymnasium. They repaired our roofing, they painted the walls, and
added bleachers.
-There is an ongoing CR project.
-In the next building, they are installing tiles.
-Before the time of the Barona’s we have LGU-paid teachers. But now we have sufficient budget
from DEP-ED that’s why we don’t have LGU-paid teachers anymore.
-The LGU, through the help of the National Embassy of Japan, will be giving us two classrooms.
-We also proposed for a Multipurpose shed and canal from the LGU and they provided us that?
Does the LGU encourage citizen-participation in its decision-making?
-When they call for the meeting, I usually represent the education sector. Whatever transpires
during meetings, I relay it to the community. I also see during meetings that there are
representatives from the different sectors.
-When it comes to support, the LGU is really supportive. When we ask for support for our
projects, they always give us a positive response.
What do you think motivates the LGU?
-They are service-oriented. They prioritize the need of the citizens
10. Renato Amasi
Parish Priest
Our Lady of Fatima
Bucay
Do you get involved with the projects of the LGU?
-When they have meetings I always get invited. They report about their projects and they ask my
opinion. They are always including the church, which for me is a positive thing. Their leadership
is very open, they include many agencies.
-Jun and his wife understand how the church works and they involve us in their decision-making.
-During the aftermath of typhoon Lawin, the LGU was really fast in the implementation for the
recovery of those affected.
-Mayora has time table for everything. She is very strict and also very punctual. That’s why the
outcome of their projects is good.
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-They told me that this would be the last term of their family, I wish they will stay longer because
they are doing good.
-They are active in community meetings. They always attend.
-I can say they make themselves model citizens.
What do you think motivates them?
-I think Jun was challenged because he came from a small community in Lacub.
-When it comes to the influence of NGOs, I think it affected their way of involving themselves in
meetings and other community concerns.
What do you think about Abang? They seem to be left out.
-Abang is not being run very well. They like to gamble (cock fighting).
-I don’t often see the barangay captain involve himself during meetings. He’s not smart. If you are
the kapitan, you should have the initiative to seek for the solution of the problems of your
community whatever your political leaning is. I don’t see him motivating his people.
-Their roads were dirty before. They only cleaned now because of the clean and green
competition project of Mayora.
-It all goes down to the leadership of the kapitan. They should minimize their gambling.
Were you involved with the Bahay Silangan project?
-I gave a seminar for half-day to around 30 surrenderees. They were housed there for three
weeks. They were provided trainings for livelihood, even CPR. But only a few stayed. I gave mass
during their graduation.
-When they finish the training/course, their name gets erased from the list. Those who did not
finish probably have their names still on the list.
-There was only one batch. They are all from Bucay.
-It was the PDEA and the LGU who strategized the program for the rehabilitation. It is the first
initiative in the region.
What should be the next priority projects of the LGU?
-They are currently doing river control. And I see they are putting asphalts on the road.
What about peace and order?
-It is not so much of a problem.
-I talked to Jun lately about him not running for Mayor next term. I just said that it’s a waste. The
progress he started will go to nothing. But what can we do, those opposing him are capable of
killing.
-The congressman bought a property here in Bucay. At first they told me that they will not
meddle with the politics of the place, but look what they are doing now.
-I am against them threatening Jun. They should let the people choose who they want to be a
leader. There is no democracy. They should hear the people’s voice.
-There is more vote-buying during this term of Duterte. There has always been but it got worse.
What do you think provided Sir Jun this social awareness?
-He was a Vice governor before and I think he learned a lot from that.
-He experienced hardship. His parents were teachers. He was also detained.
-And maybe his family because his uncle was part of the revolution. He is issue-based and not
people-based.
-Cesar may have inspired in him some idealism especially when it comes to developing the
community.
-There were NPAs before because of poverty. There were a lot of NPA’s before because of graft
and corruption.
Is there an increasing militarization in Bucay?
-They are recruiting military, they are re-implementing ROTC, they are offering higher pay to the
military – these are all indirect militarization.
-It is not outright Martial Law but it is Martial Law in a different way.
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11. Merla Ruiz
Manager
DZPA, Radio Station
Bangued
-I left Bucay in 1979. Comparing the Baronas to the previous politicians of Bucay (Gonzales,
Bernardez), they former are more sincere.
Do you think they encourage peoples participation?
-They seek advice and talk to the people.
-They were able to implement many projects like infrastructure that positively resulted to good
economy.
What do you think about the treatment of the indigenous peoples?
-I think the people in ABang are being respected
-There is a strong voice of women. We have women organizations but under the church.
What should be improved?
-They should sustain the projects.
-When it comes to politics, I haven’t heard any pressing issue about their situation in Bucay.
12. Pura Sumangil
re reso of PPOC
-I was there when the matter on the resolution was being brought up. I was the one protesting. I
questioned them, because we have outside partners like the UNDP>
-Maybe they signed but it was not brought to my attention. If they signed then that’s already the
majority number.
-According to the army, there are nine barangays in Malibcong infiltrated by the NPA.
-I have no copy of the resolution.

13. Corazon Juliano-Soliman,
former DSWD Secretary
Interviewed 6 June 2019
Cubao, Quezon City
(no transcript)
Annex F: Photos and videos uploaded to the Box
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